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By the early 1900s, ambitious business leaders were

transforming Dallas, Texas into a rising commercial metro-

polis. However, the problems created by rapid urban growth

spawned demands from all classes of citizens upon local

government for more public improvements and services. When

city government failed to meet these demands, many citizens

began to seek a more responsive governmental system. Their

search led to the establishment of a commission government

which, like the modern business corporation, delegated

authority to competent, well-paid administrators. Civic

reformers hoped that the new system would represent overall

community interests. However, Dallas business leaders,

believing that continued urban expansion depended upon a

city government attuned to business interests, organized a

political movement which won them control of the city

commission.
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CHAPTER I

DALLAS: GRANDEUR AND GROWING PAINS

By the early 1900s, Dallas' spirited and ambitious

citizens were transforming the city into a rising industrial

and commercial metropolis of the Southwest. Dallas' popu-

lation, 10,358 in 1880, quadrupled by 1900 and then swelled

quickly to 82,865 by 1905.1 Confident and optimistic munic-

ipal leaders envisioned a glorious future of growth and

development for "a city rapidly approaching 150,000 superb

in its grandeur, in the power of its strength."2

During the Gilded Age, Dallas had evolved from simply

an agricultural and marketing community into a center of

retail and manufacturing enterprises.3 As a result, new and

1 U.S., Census Office, Compendium of the Tenth Census,

1880, 2 vols. (Washington, 1883), I, 300, and Twelfth Census
of the United States, Taken in the Year 1900, 10 vols. (Wash-
ington, 1901-02), I, 379; and Philip Lindsley, A History of
Greater Dallas and Vicinity, 2 vols. (Chicago, 1909), I, 297.

2 John F. Worley, comp., Worley's 1907 Directory of
Greater Dallas (Dallas, 1907), p. 3.

3Agricultural production in Dallas County was valued at
$1,656,026 in 1879, compared to $1,459,362 in manufactured
products. By 1889, Dallas County manufacturing production
was valued at $9,054,766, while farm production was valued
at $1,973,980. U.S., Census Office, Compendium of the Tenth
Census, I, 728, and II, 1017, and Compendium of the Eleventh
Census, 1890, 3 vols. (Washington, 1894), II, 793, and Report
on the Statistics of Agriculture in the United States at the
Eleventh Census, 1890 (Washington, 1895), p. 229.

1
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developing areas near the city looked increasingly to Dallas

for manufactured goods and commercial services. A business

directory of the city noted in 1889 that Dallas was moving

forward "by its own instrinsic force and the necessity for its

existence and enlargement by the surrounding imperial domain

... that looks to it for its wants."4

A feeling of civic pride and a profound commitment to the

city's development characterized attitudes toward urban uplift

and expansion in Dallas.5  The business and commercial leaders

of the city were primarily responsible for these attitudes.

Through efforts to attract outside business and industry to

Dallas and to insure a continuous increase in population, these

champions of urban progress encouraged a sense of civic iden-

tity among Dallas citizens. As one businessman pointed out to

fellow citizens:

Great enterprises and boundless public spirit
were stamped on every feature of the city. Enter-
prise and industry have achieved results as startling
as the wave of the magician's wand...and Dallas is
ranked among 9he largest and most progressive cities
of the South.

4C.D. Morrison and J.V. Fourmy, comps., General Directory
of the City of Dallas, 1889-90 (Galveston, 1889), p. 6.

5Kenneth Foree, private interview at his home, Dallas,
Texas, July 21, 1973. Foree was a staff writer for the
Dallas Morning News from 1920 to 1925 and served as night
city editor and outdoor editor between 1933 and 1966. Foree
notes that in the early 1900s "Dallas was the coming city,
there was no doubt about it .... The town had ordained it,
by God' There was a tremendous spirit here."

6
D.M. Anderson, A Souvenir Guide of Dallas (Dallas, 1894),

p. 7.
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For the Dallas businessman, social organization was con-

gruent with urban progress. Consequently, a number of elite

social clubs sprang up and flourished in Gilded-Age Dallas.

Clubs such as the Young Men's Hebrew Association (1881) and

the Idlewilde Club (1884) provided social activities and fel-

lowship for the city's wealthiest and most prominent business

and professional men.7 The Dallas Club (1887), an exclusive

businessman's society, brought together some members of other

social clubs to promote the city's artistic and cultural

endeavors.8

Out of Dallas' elite social organizations evolved other

groups which brought a sense of economic as well as social

unity to the city's business and commercial element. Organ-

izations such as the Manufacturer's Association (1889) were

formed to promote "the general welfare" and interests of a

particular segment of Dallas business.9 Through organizations

such as the Merchant's Exchange (1882) local business leaders

coordinated efforts to promote the overall business and com-

mercial development of the city.1 0

Concomitant with the development of economic and social

unity in the Dallas business community was rapid economic

7
Red Book of Dallas, 1895-96 (Dallas, 1895), pp. 22 and 30.

8 Charter, By-Laws and House Rules of the Dallas Club (Dal-
las, 1901), p. 8.

9 Dallas Morning News, February 19, 1889.

Dallas Weekly Herald, April 20, 1882.
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growth and an increase in the city's population. Business

leaders felt that this growth was no accident, but rather

the result of organization and hard work.12 Indeed, they

held an "unshaken and supreme confidence" that Dallas citi-

zens could look forward to a "splendid future" for the

city. 13

The shock of an economic depression in the early 1890s

dissipated the confidence in Dallas' future so avidly ex-

14
pressed by business leaders in the 1880s, however. The

city's population growth slowed drastically in 1891-92 and

began to slip backward in 1893-94, showing a decline in the

latter years of over five thousand persons. Even the most

optimistic business leaders admitted by the mid-1890s that

"hard times" had come to Dallas. "Financial depression and

business stagnation-have been the cry from all over the land,"

one observer noted. "That this wave of commercial inactivity

has reached Dallas to some extent...is true."15

11 Dallas' population more than doubled between 1880 and
1890. Compendium of the Tenth Census, I, 300, and Compendium
of the Eleventh Census, I, 390. Over the same decade, capital
investment in Dallas manufacturing enterprises rose from
$450,125 to $6,249,628. Compendium of the Tenth Census, II,
1017, and Compendium of the Eleventh Census, II, 792.

12 Lindsley, History of Greater Dallas, I, 142.

13
Morrison and Fourmy, General Directory, 1889-90, p. 1.

14 John W. Rogers, The Lusty Texans of Dallas (New York,
1960), p. 191.

15
C.D. Morrison and J.V. Fourmy, comps., General Direc-

tory of the City of Dallas, 1894-95 (Galveston, 1894), p. 2.
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Sensing a threat to the city's continued growth and ex-

pansion, Dallas businessmen formed the Dallas Commercial Club

in 1893. Unlike earlier business and social clubs, the Com-

mercial Club did not emphasize the social and fraternal inter-

course of its members, nor limit itself to promoting strictly

business and commercial development. Instead, the club pro-

moted active business leadership in all municipal affairs and

encouraged "other interests of the city" in addition to the

development of business and commercial interests.16

The Dallas Commercial Club was not alone in encouraging

municipal growth in the 1890s. Other members of the Dallas

business community publicized the city's economic opportunities

and pointed toward an active, hard-working business and com-

mercial element as evidence of growth and prosperity amidst

depression. D.M. Anderson, in his Souvenir Guide of Dallas

(1894), utilized verbose prose and melodramatic literary style

common to the period to depict Dallas as an area "that has

fewer drawbacks than any other land that can be named... .where

industry and good management prevail." 17 The Red Book of

Dallas (1895), the city's first social directory, attempted to

reveal Dallas as a city with a well-established social elite

of business and commercial entrepreneurs. Significantly, the

16 Dallas Morning News, April 25, 1893.

17 Anderson, Souvenir Guide, p. 8.
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Red Book saw social development and urban growth as compli-

mentary phenomena:

As a city grows in every respect toward the
position of a great metropolis, society develops
and necessarily becomes complexed, and social
obligations assume features of importance unan- 18
ticipated by the conditions of smaller communities.

The business community's campaign for urban expansion

seemed to produce results as Dallas industry showed growth

between 1890 and 1900 despite the depression years.19 To

the great disappointment of most business leaders, however,

the city's population increased only 4,571 over the same

decade.20 Consequently, the Commercial Club formally pro-

tested the 1900 Federal census count for Dallas, charging

that "gross and palpable errors were made in the taken Csic}

of same."21 Irate Commercial Club members tried to persuade

the Federal government to retake the Dallas census. The

Club failed, but their efforts showed clearly that the city's

business and commercial leaders intended to remain involved

in municipal affairs. As a result, Dallas citizens were

18 Red Book, p. 3.

19373 manufacturing enterprises were operating in Dallas
in 1900 with a capital investment of $6,897,015, compared to
312 manufactories in 1890 with a capital investment of
$6,249,628. Twelfth Census, VIII, 876, and Compendium of
the Eleventh Census, II, 792.

20 Compendium of the Eleventh Census, I, 390; and Texas
Almanac and State IndustriL Guide for 1904 (Dallas, 1904),p. 4L

21
Dallas (Texas) Commercial Club, Minutes of regular and

special meetings (Dallas, Chamber of Commerce Records), Novem-
ber 1, 1900. (Manuscript).
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confident and expressed faith in business leadership, convinced

that the goals and interests of the city's business and com-

mercial leaders were contiguous with urban progress:

We find our business and professional men
wide-awake and on the alert with mind and money
to push Dallas--already the metropolis of Texas--
to the front as the Iading commercial center of
the great Southwest.

Beneath the visions of urban grandeur lay an uncomfortable

reality, however. Dallas municipal government plodded along

precariously under a city charter that had not kept pace with

the city's economic and physical growth. By the early 1900s,

civic leaders pointed to a number of inferior conditions in

the city as evidence that the city charter was outmoded and

ineffective in dealing with municipal problems:

The city is allowed to get dirty. Filth accumu-

lates in the alleys. The gutters are so clogged
with refuse that when heavy rains came the storm
sewers are choked, water remains standing on the
street and basements are flooded, doing damage to

merchandise. Who is to blame? The city charter 23
doesn't tell and no official comes forward to confess.

A special act of the Texas legislature in May, 1871

provided Dallas with a mayor, elected by the city's voters,

and eight aldermen, representing as many aldermanic districts

or wards. This charter was a hasty attempt to eliminate the

the alleged "corrupt bargains, crude force, and extralegal

2 2John F. Worley, comp., Dallas Directory for 1900 (Dal-
las, 1900), p. 3.

Dallas Morning News, January 1, 1907, sec. 5, p. 6.
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24
expedients" associated with Dallas' Reconstruction government.

It was designed to return community government to elected lo-

cal officials; it created, however, a plethora of office

holders with overlapping duties.25

A. more comprehensive city charter replaced the 1871 doc-

ument five years later. To promulgate a sense of community

control and civic purpose, the new charter assigned collective

responsibilities to elected officials. It provided that the

legislative power of the city be vested in a city council,

composed of a mayor and one alderman from each ward, each a

salaried city officer. No city official was given sole power

to implement decisions bearing upon the administration of mu-

nicipal properties and services.2 6

In keeping with the post-Reconstruction idea of collective

responsibility, the mayor was made a weak executive; his

powers were few and relatively unimportant. He had the au-

thority to call a meeting of the council, the ability to cast

a tie-breaking vote in case of a councilor deadlock, the power

to call together a special emergency police force, and the

right to perform the duties of a justice of the peace. The

mayor's executive duties were not clearly defined. They

Dallas (Texas) Bureau of Public Information, A Survey
of the Functions and Operations of the Various Departments of
the City of Dallas (Dallas, 1941), p. 2.

2 5 Ibid.

26 Charter of the City of Dallas As Granted By Special
Acts of the Legislature, 1876 (Dallas, 1876), pp. 21-40.
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included, however, inspecting the conduct of subordinate offi-

cers and overseeing the "improvement of the finances, the

police, health, security, cleanliness, comfort, ornament and

good government of said city."27 An 1889 charter revision

gave the mayor the official title of "chief executive officer

of the city."28 Yet, his basic duties and powers remained

substantially weak into the early 1900s.

The 1876 Dallas city charter implanted collective respon-

sibility in the city council with over fifty sections which

assigned to the council a wide range of specific duties and

powers. The council's jurisdiction included the management

and control of all city property and finances, the assessment

and collection of municipal taxes, the regulation of public

utilities and the designation and maintenance of public areas.

The council was granted the right to borrow money upon the

city's credit and to issue interest-bearing bonds, as well as

the power to effect municipal ordinances conducive to the

safety and welfare of Dallas citizens. The council could

determine also its own rules of procedure and conduct in exe-

cuting administrative affairs.2 9

As Dallas grew and the demands of the citizenry for im-

proved public facilities and services intensified, the size

27 Ibid., p. 22.

28
Charter of the City of Dallas, 1889 (Dallas, 1889), p. 11.

2 9 Charter of the City of Dallas, 1876, pp. 30-42.
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and jurisdiction of the city council increased as well.30 Yet,

the collective responsibilities of city aldermen combined with

a weak maycrproved to be obstacles in dealing effectively with

the problems created by rapid urban growth. Every important

administrative decision required the consent or dissent of

the entire city council; each alderman had little adminis-

trative power other than his ability to influence the decisions

of the council as a whole. Furthermore, each alderman's pol-

itical survival and success depended upon his ability to ,

satisfy the demands of his ward constituents and not upon his

services to the entire community. As a result, aldermen were

guilty of frequent political log-rolling to satisfy their re-

spective constituents, demands, even though the demands of a

31
single ward might be inimical to the city's overall needs.

Civic reformers attempted to remove some of the influence

of ward politics in municipal government by revising the city

charter in 1899 to add four aldermen elected by the city's

entire voting populace. By making these officials responsible

to voters outside a single ward, reformers hoped to make the

council more concerned about the-city's overall needs. Yet,

each at-large alderman was required to reside in one of four

aldermanic districts, giving interest groups within each

30 Charter of the City of Dallas, 1889, pp. 22-39.

31
Samuel P. Hays, "The Politics of Reform in Municipal

Government in the Progressive Era," Pacific Northwest
Quarterly, LV (October, 1964), p. 161.
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district an opportunity to influence the selection of its dis-

32
trict's candidates for alderman.

Another 1899 charter innovation designed to make munic-

ipal government more responsive to the city's overall needs

was a three-man board of commissioners, comprised of the

mayor and two commissioners appointed by the Texas governor.

The board was given supervisory power over the city's fire

and police departments, over all public improvements in excess

of five hundred dollars in cost, and over grants of franchise

and municipal bonds issued by the council.33 While the board

was designed to ferret out and prevent aldermanic log-rolling

practices, in practice it merely added another collective

decision-making factor to an already complicated, inefficient

administrative process.

By the early 1900s, Dallas civic leaders conceded that

municipal government was in general a failure. The overstocked,

inefficient administrative system could not provide the publib

improvements and services demanded by a growing metropolis.

As one observer pointed out, the Dallas government lacked

"co-operative force and power to effective [sic) improvement.

It is at odds and ends with itself." 3 4

3 2 Charter of the City of Dallas, 1899 (Dallas, 1899),
pp. 7-9.

33 Ibid., pp. 97-99.

34 Dallas Morning News, September 2, 1906.
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Dallas business and commercial leaders believed that an

uncooperative, inefficient city government posed a serious

threat to the city's continued growth and prosperity. Con-

sequently, these champions of urban progress began to demand

reform in municipal government.35 In place of ward govern-

ment, business leaders envisioned a municipal administration

with authority concentrated in the hands of a small number of

at-large-elected officials.36 Such an administration, removed

from the influence of ward politics, would function similar

to a large business corporation, responsive to the city's

37
business and commercial interests. This new businessman's

government would be able to direct, unlike the present system,

the profound commitment to urban expansion which characterized

Dallas' civic attitudes from 1880 to 1905. As one prominent

Dallas banker declared:

It is especially important at this time, when
Dallas is awakening like a young giant preparing to
stride toward the goal of city supremacy, for a plan
to be carefully determined unde58which she can best
meet new issues and conditions.

35 Mayor Ben E. Cabell, a prominent Dallas businessman,
reflected the business community's attitudes toward city
government when he declared that "this city is growing rapidly,
and...its government must grow or keep pace with it." Dallas
Morning News, November 16, 1902.

36
Hays, "Politics of Reform," pp. 161-162.

37 Dallas Morning News, November 16, 1902.
38 Ibid.



CHAPTER II

BUSINESSMAN'S GOVERNMENT: THE GALVESTON PLAN

One of the leaders of the Dallas business community

interested in municipal reform was Charles G. Morgan,

manager of the C.G. Morgan Agency, an investments enter-

prise, and in 1902 Alderman from the city's populous sixth

Ward.1

Morgan, an astute and prosperous businessman, criticized

sharply the system of collective responsibility in city

government, and pointed toward the system's lack of sound

business principles:

I challenge you...to take any member of the
Commission, the Aldermen, or the Mayor to any
department of this city government and say who is
responsible for it. It is a shifted responsibility
that floats around in four or five channels....No
business man would thigk ... of running his business
on any such principle.

At least one other Alderman, Clarence C. Lane, joined

Morgan in his attack upon the city government. Lane, another

prominent Dallas businessman, felt that corporate principles

1 John F. Worley, comp., Worley's Dallas Directory for
1902 (Dallas, 1902), p. 449.

2 Dallas Morning News, December 16, 1902.

13
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should be applied to municipal administration In partic-

ular, he resented what he considered the lack of a work ethic

among city officials:

Alderman Clarence C. Lane...is a trained business
man and always employs business methods in anything he
undertakes. He is not at all satisfied with the manner
in which some of the departments of the city govern-
ment are being conducted. He said...that there had
been too many offices filled with politicians and that
he favored a system that would get more work out
of them.4

With support from Lane, Alderman Morgan introduced a

resolution before the Dallas City Council, requesting that

the Mayor appoint three members of the Council, who, with

the Mayor and City Attorney, would comprise a committee to

present to the Texas Legislature in Austin "such amendments

as may be deemed necessary and for the best interests of

Dallas."5  Without any elaboration of changes Morgan may

have contemplated for the city charter, the Council adopted

the Morgan resolution.6

Five days later Morgan's proposed charter changes were

made public. The sixth Ward Alderman emphasized the need to

3Worley, Worley's Dallas Directory, 1902, p. 387.

4 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), November 15, 1902.

5 Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes of regular
meetings (City of Dallas Records Office), November 10,
1902. (Manuscript).

6Ibid.; and Dallas Morning News, November 11, 1902;
and Daily Times-Herald, November 11, 1902.
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place city government "upon a proper business basis to be con-

ducted solely as a business institution,"7 and proposed an

amendment to the existing city charter calling for a new form

of municipal government:

The legislative power of the city of Dallas
shall be vested in the City Council, consisting of
the Mayor and four commissioners, the Mayor and two
commissioners shall be elected by the people, and
two commissioners shall bg appointed by the Governor
of the State of Texas....

The idea of establishing a commission form of government

was not entirely a novelty, although Morgan was quick to ad-

mit that his plans were an "innovation" that many persons

9
would argue were untried. The business corporation, maxi-

mizing efficiency and minimizing costs, undoubtedly was

Morgan's inspiration. However, the structural design, the

functions and the purposes of commission government were out-

lined already with the commission government established in

Galveston, Texas.

The Galveston commission government, or the "Galveston

plan," evolved in the desperate period following a great

hurricane which struck the city in September, 1900. To meet

the city's critical needs, business and commercial leaders

felt it essential that municipal authority and responsibility

7Dallas Morning News, November 15, 1902.

8Ibid.

9
Ibid.
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be centralized. 10 By reducing significantly the size of the

city's decision-making body, and by vesting this body with

broad administrative powers, Galveston's leaders believed

municipal affairs would be conducted rapidly and without the

inefficiency of bureaucratic delay and indecision.1 1

Consequently, a board of commissioners was established

for Galveston in 1901, comprised of a mayor and two commis-

sioners elected by the citizens and two commissioners appointed

by the Governor of Texas. The commissioners' basic duties

were the apportionment and administration of the main depart-

ments of government-- finance and revenue, police and fire,

streets and public property, and waterworks and sewers--

among themselves. Other duties of the commissioners included

legislation for the city, appointment of city officers, and

enforcement of municipal laws and ordinances. The mayor's

duties and authority were confined to his official acts as

presiding chairman of the Board of Commissioners, and his

vote as a commissioner.12

The Galveston government resembled the workings of a

private corporation, although city officials were paid small

wages and were not expected to devote full time to their

10 "The Spread of the Galveston Plan of City Government,"

American Review of Reviews, XXXVI (November, 1907), p. 624.
1 H.J. Haskell, "The Texas Idea: City Government By A

Board of Directors," The Outlook, LXXXV (April, 1907),, p. 839.

12W.T. Arndt, "Municipal Government By Commission," The
Nation, LXXXIII (October, 1906), p. 322.
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public duties. The mayor and commissioners met at night,

discussed municipal affairs and agreed upon policies, thus

combining the executive and legislative authority of the

city. Appointive officials leading the various governmental

departments were charged with implementation of policies and

held responsible for results.1 3

The Dallas City Council responded quickly to Alderman

Morgan's call for a Galveston-styled commission government.

Mayor Ben E. Cabell appointed five aldermen to act in con-

junction with himself and the City Attorney in considering

and recommending amendments to the municipal charter. The

charter revision committee included Morgan, Charles A. Gill,

W. Illingsworth, Gilbert H. Irish and Harry G. Brady.14 Of

the five aldermen, only Morgan and Brady were businessmen,

Gill was an architect, Illingsworth a mill worker, and Irish

an attorney.15

The obvious minority of businessmen on the Council's

charter committee concerned first Ward Alderman Ben Irelson,

also a member of the Dallas Commercial Club. Consequently,

Irelson presented the City Council a resolution designed to

insure the city's business and commercial leaders of an

ordinate degree of influence in the charter proceedings. The

13 Haskell, "The Texas Idea," p. 839.

14
Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, NovEmber

14, 1902.
15
Worley, Worley's Dallas Directory, 1902, pp. 292, 351,

and 352.
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resolution instructed that the Mayor request the Commercial

Club President to appoint five of its members to act with

the Council committee on charter revision.1 6

Irelson's motion presented a delicate problem for the

City Council. If the resolution was adopted, then the Coun-

cil would be guilty of soliciting the aid of a special

interest group in deciding upon a matter of public concern.

Consequently, the City Council withheld approval of the

motion and referred the matter to its newly-appointed

charter committee for further action.1 7

The City Council's delay in passing the Irelson moticn

made it appear that the Council intended to act alone in

considering charter amendments. The same day Irelson's

motion was delayed, one local newspaper published an edi-

torial that criticized the Council's apparent intentions.

No provisions existed, the newspaper contended, for the

City Council to inform Dallas citizens of what charter

changes would be made. "What is to prevent a series of

star-chamber sessions of the committee," the editorial

asked, "and, when all is agreed to, quietly slip the matter

to Austin, and present it to the legislature?"18

16 Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, November
25, 1902.

17Ibid.

18Da ily Times-Herald (Dallas), November 25, 1902.
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The Dallas Commercial Club was incensed by the Council's

delay in passing the Irelson motion and the Council's apparent

desire to remain an exclusive charter-making body as well.

Club directors announced defiantly on December 4 that "pro-

posed charter amendments will be looked after by the Commercial

Club in order to protect the business interests of the city."1 9

At the club's monthly meeting five days later, a dismayed

Secretary John G. Hunter reported that the City Council had

not yet invited the cooperation of the Commercial Club in its

charter deliberations. 20

Alderman Charles Morgan, a member of the Commercial

Club, disclaimed notions that the Council committee intended

to remain an exclusive agent for charter revisions. He

insisted that the proposals for a commission government in

Dallas were his own and not the Council committee's. Morgan

emphasized a theme already familiar in the press and Commer-

cial Club's criticism of the City Council-- that public

interests should be paramount to the "political fortunes" of

individual Council members. 2 1

Morgan's attitude, combined with newspaper and Commer-

cial Club criticism, finally swayed the City Council. In a

9 Ibid., December 4, 1902.

20
Ibid., December 9, 1902.

21 Ibid, December 5, 1902.
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letter to the Commercial Club, penned by Morgan, the Council

committee requested a joint conference with the club's com-

mittee on charter amendments. Morgan stressed in his letter

that "the history of past contention should warn our people

of the impracticability and undesirability of needless

strife." 22

The two committees on charter revision met on December

15, 1902. Each group outlined its goals-- C.G. Morgan for

the Council committee and John V. Hughes for the Commercial

Club. The groups agreed that four areas needed charter

revisions-- election precincts, the bonded debt limit, powers

of municipal officers, assessment and collection of taxes and

street and sidewalk improvements. The meeting ended on a

conciliatory note. Hughes insisted that the Commercial Club

was vitally interested in any question affecting the future

of the city; Morgan emphasized the necessity of enlisting

Commercial Club cooperation:

...when the directory of the Commercial Club
took the matter up, we realized from past experience,
that when you start to building charters, the woods
are full of suggestions. After the Commercial Club
committee was appointed, we thought that it would be
better if we came together this evening and informally
discussed what was the paramount need of the city at
this time.23

Dallas Morning News, December 12, 1902.

23 Ibid., December 16, 1902.
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This cooperative attitude led to the presentation of

substantive charter proposals at a second joint session of

the City Council and Commercial Club committees on January

7, 1903. A sub-committee composed of Charles A. Gill from

the City Council and J.T. Trezevant and James Moroney from

the Commercial Club proposed a city government with a mayor

and five commissioners, with annual salaries of $3,000 and

$2,500 each, respectively. In accordance with the Galveston

plan, each commissioner would be given a specific department

of the city to administer after his election. Responsibility

for each municipal department-- finance, waterworks, fire and

police and public improvements-- was fixed squarely with the

entrusted commissioner and his appointed subordinates. The

only other elected city officials would be members of the

board of education.2 4

As the City Council and Commercial Club moved toward

a substantive plan for charter reform, however, opposition

to a Galveston-styled commission government was mustering.

As early as December, 1902, Dallas County State Legislator-

elect Curtis Hancock revealed that the county's legislative

delegation stood squarely in favor of the city's three-man

commission charter as it existed.25 Also, a segment of

24
Ibid., January 8, 1903.

25DailyTimes-Herald (Dallas), December 18,.1902.
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prominent Dallas citizens, such as real estate broker John

H. Traylor, believed that the municipal charter of 1899 was

adequate and did not need sweeping changes:

The present charter is not perfect... .but what
city has so good a charter as Dallas? There were
many important, and some entirely new features
incorporated....Dallas has not outgrown the present 26
charter. Why such radical change in the Commission?

Although much of the opposition toward a new commission

government sprang from a sincere belief that the 1899 char-

ter was adequate, a sizeable degree of opposition to the

Galveston plan was based on the fact that the constitution-

ality of the new government was being tested in the Texas

courts.27 If Dallas adopted the Galveston plan and then

the courts held the new system to be unconstitutional, the

city would be left without any municipal government and then

would revert to the old system. Why, then should the city

risk abandoning "so good a charter" as John Traylor felt

28
Dallas had, for a "radical change in the Commission?"

Dallas Morning News, January 18, 1903.

2 7 The constitutionality of the Galveston plan was tested
by a Charles Lewis, who was fined in Galveston Municipal
Court for violating a sanitation ordinance. Lewis contended
that the Texas Governor had no authority to appoint commis-
sioners; therefore, Galveston government had no authority
of law. Tso-Shuen Chang, History and Analysis of the
Commission and City Manager Plans of Government in the
United States (Iowa City, 1940), pp. 57-58.

28 Dallas Morning News, January 18, 1903.
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Apparently the City Council and Commercial Club charter

committees were influenced by the legal questions surrounding

the Galveston plan; the committees failed to take any action

on the commission proposal offered by the Gill-Trezevant-

Moroney sub-committee.29 When another joint committee session

in late January failed to produce any charter action, Alderman

Charles Morgan reported that chances for establishing a com-

mission government in Dallas were slim. He admitted that the

Texas Court of Criminal Appeals would probably knock the

Galveston plan "into smithereens," and advised that the joint

committee take no action.3 0

The joint committee's failure to produce substantive

charter proposals did nothing to attract public support for a

Galveston-styled commission government in Dallas. However,

the failure of the commission movement did not discourage the

city's business and commercial leaders in their efforts to

promote civic uplift. Indeed, two emerging civic movements--

the Civic Improvement League and the "Greater Dallas"

movements-- were convenient outlets for civic involvement

29
Ibid., January 8, 1903.

30 Morgan's revelation proved correct. The Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals ruled on March 25, 1903, that the Galveston
appointive commission plan violated the principle of self-
government embodied in the Constitution. After the Galveston
charter was amended on March 30 to make all commissioners
locally elected, the charter's constitutionality was upheld
in June, 1903. Chang, History and Analysis, p. 58.
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by business and commercial leaders and helped maintain public

interest in municipal reform.

The Civic Improvement League had its beginnings with

the considerable public outcry bemoaning the poor condition

of Dallas streets and sidewalks. Since the vast majority

of city thoroughfares were unpaved or inadequately paved

with bois' d'arc blocks, the streets and sidewalks were

nearly impassable during excessively-wet fall and winter

seasons.31 Outraged by such conditions, one Dallas busi-

nessman, M.H. Thomas, voiced his criticisms to the Commercial

Club. Thomas linked the future possibilities of urban growth

and expansion in Dallas to the deplorable condition of city

streets:

...he M.H. Thomasj was in a position to know that
scores of capitalists were interested in Dallas and
Texas and ready to invest here, but he was afraid
they wouldn't have a favorable impressioncf the
commercial metropolis of this state if they saw its
streets in their present condition.3 2

Soon after Thomas' report before the Commercial Club,

a number of prominent Dallas businessmen endorsed the

formation of a Civic Improvement League.3 3 Consequently,

the League was organized in December, 1902. Its stated

3 1 Stephen J. Hay, private interview at his office,
Dallas, Texas, August 21, 1973. Hay's father was the first
Mayor of Dallas under the city's commission charter, estab-
lished in 1907.

32 Dallas Morning News, November 29, 1902.

33 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), December 10, 1902.
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purpose was to mobilize public sentiment in order to enforce

vigorously municipal laws designed to make the city healthy,

clean and attractive.3 4

Despite a declaration that the League would not "invade

in any way the domain of city politics,"35 the organization

served as a pressure group for the Dallas Commercial Club.

The League's executive officers, many of whom were Commercial

Club members, authorized the publication and distribution

of literature supporting the health, sanitation and improve-

ment ordinances of the city. The League urged that all

Dallas citizens endorse stricter enforcement of such laws

and that they demand the same from municipal officers. On

one occasion, the League confronted Mayor Cabell with a

letter demanding enforcement of a number of city health and

sanitation ordinances.36

The Civic Improvement League represented a sincere

effort by business and commercial leaders to exact municipal

improvements without altering the structure of the existing

city government. The League's ideals coincided with the

belief that charter reform-- especially the Galveston plan--

was not presently obtainable. However, the organization did

promote citizens awareness of the need to utilize municipal

laws in order to uplift the city.

34 Dallas Morning News, December 17, 1902.

3 5 Ibid.

36 Ibid., February 4, 1903.
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The "Greater Dallas" movement was founded on the belief

by Dallas businessmen that the city's physical outgrowth was

essential in creating a suitable climate for continued eco-

nomic expansion. Consequently, many business and commercial

leaders actively encouraged the annexation of populous areas

near the city to Dallas' corporate domain.37 Dallas civic

leaders especially desired to annex the city's neighbor com-

munity to the south, Oak Cliff.

Oak Cliff was much smaller in size ard population than

Dallas. However, the community's strategic location was

vital to the city's future growth, many Dallas leaders felt.

Without Oak Cliff annexation, Dallas' southern border would

be permanently fixed along the Trinity River, which divided

the two towns. With Oak Cliff a part of Dallas, unlimited

room for urban expansion would be available to the south.

Although Oak Cliff voters rejected previous annexation

proposals, continued encouragement by the Dallas Commercial

Club and pro-annexationist Oak Cliff citizens caused the

"Greater Dallas" movement to resurface in January, 1903,.38

Dallas Commercial Club President Charles Steinmann, who

resided in Oak Cliff, was one civic leader who recognized

3 7 Dallas (Texas) Commercial Club, Minutes MSS, January
6, 1899.

38 Dallas Morning News, January 16, 1903.
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the tremendous potential for physical expansion Dallas would

gain by annexing Oak Cliff. "I can not see how anybody who

has the higher interests of Dallas at heart and who wants

her to become a great city," noted Steinmann, "can be opposed

to the extension of her borders...to treble her present

domain. "39

Dallas citizens were favorable toward the idea of

annexing Oak Cliff. Mayor Ben E. Cabell asked that com-

mittees from Dallas and Oak Cliff be organized to discuss

the issue. "Let's go slow, " cautioned Cabell, "but let's

take the matter up. It may result in good." 4 0

Pro-annexationist Oak Cliff citizens responded quickly

to Mayor Cabell's call for committees. A group of five Oak

Cliff men was appointed to meet with similar groups from

the Dallas City Council and the Commercial Club. Although

the Oak Cliff committee was charged only with ascertaining

the conditions of annexation, the committee's appointers

made it clear that their primary intentions lay in "extending

the city limits to encourage and create "Greater Dallas.""4 1

While many Oak Cliff citizens favored annexation, many

others were bitterly opposed to being absorbed into "Greater

Dallas." Oak Cliff's Mayor Morris declared that the issue

3 9Ibid., January 18, 1903.
4 I1bid., January 16, 1903.
4'Ibid., January 20, 1903.
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of annexation was a political scheme instigated by the Dallas

Commercial Club and backed by zealous annexationists in Oak
42

Cliff. Despite the Mayor's opposition, Oak Cliff voters

approved annexation on March 16, 1903.43

The success of the "Greater Dallas" movement forced

civic leaders to direct their attention away from charter

reform toward amending the city document in order that Oak

Cliff's municipal government and services might be assumed

by Dallas. Such an amendment was introduced in the Texas

44
Legislature on March 19. Final approval was granted by

the Governor on April 3.45

Oak Cliff annexation was an important victory for the

Dallas Commercial Club, proving that the Club was indeed a

formidable political force in Dallas. However, a few citi-

zens realized that Commercial Club-directed municipal

expansion was not an acceptable substitute for municipal

charter reform. Instead of restructuring city government

to provide an economical and more efficient administration,

the city's business and commercial leaders succeeded only

in acquiring more municipal territory-- territory that

42
Ibid., February 14, 1903.

43
Ibid., March 17, 1903.

44
Texas Legislature, House Journal, 28th Leg., reg.

sess., March 19, 1903, p. 855.
45
Revised Charter of the City of Dallas (Dallas, 1905),

pp. 114-115.
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had to be administered and serviced under the existing

system of government.

One Dallas citizen who expressed discontent with the

city's zealous preoccupation with municipal expansion was

George Clifton Edwards, a Harvard and Sewanee-educated

46Dallas school teacher who was a Socialist. As a critic

of the Dallas economic, social and political structure,

Edwards believed that the existing municipal government

would not be able to provide the necessary civic improve-

ments and services demanded by the city's rapid growth.

Although Dallas citizens were caught up at present in the

excitement of urban expansion, Edwards felt that civic re-

formers had to continue their demands until the governmental

reform movement was reborn-- a rebirth in which the Socialist

would assume an import role:

The average citizen is still of the opinion
that Dallas is all right;...that the city fathers
are doing all that is necessary to run it....It
is no use preaching cleanliness to people who do not
yet realize that they are dirty....Somebody has got
to howl and keep howling until the average citizen
is convinced that the "finest jewelry stor3 7 on earth"
is not a sufficient basis for civic pride.

46 George Edwards, "The Shadow of the Cotton Mill,"
(Part of a family biography made available by George
Edwards, Detroit, Michigan. The author is the son of the
Dallas Socialist leader, George C. Edwards.), pp. 2-4; and
Kenneth Foree, "Dangerous Man," Dallas Morning News,
September 7, 1947.

4 7 George C. Edwards, "Civic Improvement League,"
Comment: A Fortnightly Journal of Criticism (Dallas
Public Library: Texas Collection), I (March, 1903) , p. 7.



CHAPTER III

NEW REFORM: THE CITY COUNCIL AND A CHARTER CONVENTION

Many Dallas citizens were as disillusioned with munic-

ipal expansion by early 1906 as George Edwards had been in

1903. As Edwards had claimed, the municipal government

could not provide an adequate number of public improvements

or a substantial increase in public services to make the

rapidly-growing Dallas a modern, clean and safe city by

contemporary standards. "We have had a great deal of money

squandered," one Dallas citizen,, complained of city gov-

ernment, "and in many things we have not got value received

for the money paid out in public improvements."1

A condition of neglect was readily apparent throughout

the city. Dallas streets and sidewalks, still largely un-

paved, turned into blowing dust during dry, windy periods

and into nearly-impassable bogs during rainy weather. 2

Street railway mules broke legs occasionally struggling

across the crack and ruts in city thoroughfares. Nearly all

1Dallas Morning News, January 14, 1906.
2
Manning B. Shannon, private interview at his home,

Dallas, Texas, July 31, 1973. Shannon moved to Dallas
from Houston in 1873, and was active in the Dallas Demo-
cratic Party and in the charter reform movements in the
early 1900s.

30
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business establishments employed footmen to carry customers

and merchandise between boardwalks and waiting vehicles.2

Unpaved city thoroughfares were only one manifestation

of an ineffective municipal government in 1906. In addition,

Dallas had poorly-equipped, ill-administered fire and police

departments that were hampered further by vague municipal

ordinances.3 Also, land developers and real estate specu-

lators seemed to have special influence within city govern-

ment; by exercising their influence they could sway aldermen

toward granting contracts for developing public utilities

and services in particular areas of the city.4

To counteract governmental inefficiency and local

patronage, civic improvement associations sprang up through-

out the city. Citizens formed such organizations as the

East Dallas Improvement League, the Tenth Ward Improvement

League and the Oak Cliff Improvement Association.5 By

2Hay interview.

3
Frequently, municipal laws gave overlapping responsi-

bilities for enforcing the simplest safety standards. For
example, several persons perished in a 1906 fire because a
building failed to have fire escapes as required by law.
Dallas Morning News, January 1, 1907. The News noted that
"the city's charter is so fearfully...made that no man can
tell whose duty it was to see that fire escapes were there."

4 Hay interview.

5 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), January 25, 1906; and
Dallas Morning News, March 3, 1906.
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applying constituent pressure upon city government, the

improvement associations hoped to exact public improvements

for their respective areas of the city.

Following the lead of Dallas improvement groups, many

citizens turned their attention toward badly-needed public

improvements and away from municipal expansion. A 1906

Dallas newspaper poll revealed that an overwhelming majority

of Dallas residents believed that the city's paramount

objective should be more public facilities and services--

especially paved streets and sidewalks. Several citizens

stressed the need for a new reform of municipal government--

an "up-to-date city charter" and an "enterprising, active

and practical city administration.,,6

Charter reform had been discussed little in Dallas

since the abortive Morgan proposal for a Galveston-styled

commission in 1902-1903. The Galveston plan of municipal

government was far from being a dead issue, however. Houston,

Texas, had adopted a form of the Galveston commission in

1905, with gratifying results.7 In addition, the Dallas

Morning News had recognized the need for a commission

government as early as 1904.8

6 Dallas Morning News, January 1, 1906.

7W.B. Slosson, "Government By Commission in Texas,"
The Independent, LXIII (July, 1907), p. 196.

8 Dallas Morning News, December 30, 1904.
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By early 1906, however, the Dallas Morning News endorsed

commission government as the "first remedy to be involved" in

obtaining public improvements and services. "Vital defects"

in the aldermanic system made adequate municipal improvements

impossible to obtain, the News contended. By substituting the

aldermanic government with a strong, responsible commission

(with fixed duties and centralized authority), the primary

obstacle to civic improvement-- ineffective government--

would be removed.9

Indeed, most Dallas citizens admired the fact that it

was the business and commercial element who utilized and

displayed best the qualities of strong, well-organized and

authoritative administration. Consequently, the idea of a

"businessman's government"-- widely discussed during the

1902-1903 reform movement-- was deeply rooted in public

thinking by 1906. It was evident also in the trend towards

electing business and commercial leaders to public office.

Of thirteen aldermen serving the city in 1906, ten were in-

volved in important manufacturing, banking and commercial

interests in Dallas.10

One of these businessmen-aldermen, third Ward Alderman

James A. Pondrom, believed that a growing number of Dallas

9Ibid., January 7, 1906.

10 Occupations of city aldermen were determined from
Worley, Worley's 1907 Directory.
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citizens favored a commission government. Consequently, he

brought the question of a commission government before the

Dallas City Council in late January, 1906. In a framed

resolution, Pondrom requested that the commission proposal

be submitted to a vote of Dallas citizens:

Resolved, That at the regular City election
to be held on the first Tuesday in April, 1906,
the qualified voters of Dallas shall be given an
opportunity to express their wishes either forlir
against the Elective Commission for this City.

A packed visitor's gallery at the Council chambers

applauded the Pondrom resolution with enthusiasm. The

Council greeted Pondrom's resolution with equal enthusiasm

12by a unanimous vote of approval. Mayor Bryan T. Barry

certainly offered no objections, having condemned the

aldermanic system sharply only a few days earlier.13

The Daily Times-Herald endorsed Pondrom's resolution

the next day. The newspaper noted that other Texas

newspapers-- the San Antonio Express and the Waco Times-

Herald-- praised Dallas as well for its positive move toward

municipal reform. The degree of reform Dallas obtains,

the Times-Herald concluded, would depend upon citizens who

want a "people's government, run on business principles...."14

1 Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, January 23,
1906.

12
Ibid.

13Dallas Morning News, January 14, 1906.

14
Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), January 26, 1906.
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Despite favorable reaction to the Pondrom resolution,

the Dallas Commercial Club, preoccupied with municipal

expansion, ignored the measure.15 At the meeting of Club

directors on January 25, the Pondrom resolution was not

on the agenda of discussions.16 As a result, local improve-

ment associations were left to spearhead the municipal

reform movement.

The Oak Cliff Improvement Association was the first

group to express outright support for the elective commission.

The group approved unanimously a resolution by attorney

Rufus C. Porter calling for "an elective commission... .which

shall consist of a mayor and three or four commissioners,

instead of the city council as it is now composed."17 The

resolution requested also that present city officers declare

their intentions to resign as soon as the elective commission

form was adopted.

Organized labor groups concurred with demands for a

new charter, but expressed reservations as to the virtue

of an elective commission. Consequently, the Dallas Trades

Assembly, a loose confederation of skilled-labor unions,

15 That the Dallas Commercial Club was primarily concerned
with municipal expansion was evident when Secretary John G.
Hunter told an Oak Cliff group on January 13 that "one of
the best things to do now is to extend and push our manu-
facturing and jobbing trade into new fields." Dallas Morning
News, January 14, 1906.

16 Ibid., January 26, 1906.

17 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), February 20, 1906.
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petitioned the Dallas City Council. The petition, presented

by J.W. Parks, asked that Dallas voters be given the oppor-

tunity to decide not only whether they wanted an elective

commission, but whether they wanted a commission govern-

ment at all.18

Responding to the Trades Assembly's request, the City

Council's Ordinances and Claims Committee drew up a ballot

form that would be presented to voters in April. The ballot

form provided that voters could decide for or against an

elective commission, for or against any commission form of

government, or for or against an appointive commission.

The committee's ballot form was adopted by the Council on

March 13.19

The Dallas Morning News reacted negatively toward the

proposed ballot form. The News contended that the Pondrom

resolution of January 23 called only for a vote on the

elective commission-- not whether voters wanted an appoin-

tive commission or whether they wanted a commission at all.

The newspaper demanded an "honest ballot" placing "the only

real issue" before Dallas voters-- "whether or not the

elective commission plan shall be adopted in place of the

present form of government."2 0

18 Ibid., February 20, 1906; and Dallas (Texas) City
Council, Minutes MSS, February 27, 1906.

19 Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, March 13,1906.

2 0 Dallas Morning News, March 20, 1906.
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Trades Assembly representative J.W. Parks took issue

with the Dallas Morning News' stand on the ballot form and

accused the newspaper of unduly pressuring aldermen to

reconsider the ballot form. For Parks and the Dallas Trades

Assembly, strict adherence to the Pondrom resolution meant

that city laborers would not be able to decide what was

their key issue-- whether Dallas voters wanted a commission

government at all. "The News states that our form of sub-

mitting the matter is unfair," Parksadded. "I insist that

it is fair. To give the three forms is the only fair way." 2 1

Parks' accusation that the News was pressuring aldermen

to reconsider the ballot form proved apparently correct when

the Ordinances and Claims Committee moved to reconsider

the ballot on March 23. Committee members were equally

divided over the original Pondrom resolution or keeping

the ballot originally suggested by the committee, however.

After a two-hour deadlock the committee decided upon a

compromise ballot.2 2

The compromise ballot was presented to the City Council

on March 27. The Council accepted the new ballot form. Its

acceptance was an apparent victory for the Dallas Trades

21
Ibid., March 21, 1906.

22 Ibid., March 24, 1906.
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Assembly in that it presented the three issues as suggested

in the ordinances and Claims Committee's original ballot:

For a Commission form of government.
Against any Commission form of government.

For the establishment of an elective commis-
sion, composed of a Mayor and four Commissioners,....

For the present form of appointive Commission.2 3

Although the Trades Assembly got its key issue-- whether

there should be a commission government at all-- placed on

the ballot, the election's outcome leaned heavily in favor

of an elective commission by April. The three major can-

didates for mayor-- Kirney J. Kivlen, David E. Grove and

Curtis P. Smith-- endorsed an elective commission to some

24
degree. In addition, the city's major newspapers advo-

cated a commission government and the local improvement

leagues supported a commission plan.

The most significant factor in determining the outcome

of the April 3 balloting, however, was the arrangement of

the ballot itself. With the first proposal ("For a commis-

sion form of government") paired against the anti-commission

proposal ("Against any form of commission government"), this

arrangement insured that the votes for varying commission

plans would be united against the anti-commission vote.

2 3 Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, March 27,
1906.

24

1906. .Dallas Morning News, March 8, March 23, and March 25,
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The vote totals indicate that the combined votes of various

commission-plan supporters was important in defeating a

strong anti-commission vote.25

Pairing of the third proposition ("For the establishment

of an elective Commission...") with the last proposition

("For the present form of appointive Commission") meant

that voters had to approve either of the two plans, leaving

no opportunity for voters to vote against either plan. In

fact, supporters of an appointive commission in any form

other than the existing three-man camission could not indi-

cate their preference whatsoever. Faced with choosing

between the existing system or a new elective commission,

voters overwhelmingly chose the elective commission, as the

vote totals indicate.26 The vote totals in this balloting,

significantly less in number than the totals from the first

pair of propositions, reflected the fact that anti-commission

voters could not express their dissent on either proposition.

The April 3 ballot succeeded in doing what the Dallas

Trades Assembly feared most-- it removed the question of

whether there should be any commission government as a

counter-issue to the elective commission plan. Thus, while

2 5 The vote total was 2,449 in favor of a commission
government to 1,211 against any commission form. Dallas
(Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, April 17, 1906.

26
The vote total was 2483 for an elective commission

to 401 for the existing commission. Ibid.
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the election indicated that Dallas voters preferred some form

of commission government over no commission at all, the

elective commission question was not presented to Dallas

voters in such a way as to indicate true voter sentiment

for the plan. It was presented in such a way, however,

to insure an overwhelmingly favorable vote on the proposal.

With Dallas voters opting for an elective commission,

a newly-elected Dallas City Council faced the task of

creating a new city charter that would establish such a

commission. Alderman T.L. Lawhon submitted a resolution

to the Council on June 12 that called for the Council to

meet as a committee of the whole twice a month to prepare

necessary charter amendments. The resolution provided

further that any citizens desiring to suggest amendments

were to submit their recommendations in writing to the

Council. The proposed amendments would then be submitted

to Dallas voters in November. 2 7

Lawhon's resolution was carried over to the City

Council's next session for consideration. A group from the

Dallas Trades Assembly was present at the session. The

Assembly representatives, led by Socialist George C.

Edwards, petitioned the Council to establish a charter

committee of fifteen persons-- five members each from the

2 7 Ibid., June 12, 1906.
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City Council, the Trades Assembly and the Commercial Club--

to consider amendments. However, the City Council ignored

the Assembly petition; it chose instead to convene as a

committee of the whole beginning the last Thursday in

September .28

The Trades Assembly petition was a valid effort by

labor leaders to enlist the cooperative support of Dallas

business, labor and political leaders in charter reform.

The City Council, in rejecting the Assembly's petition,

implied that the Council was determined to pursue the

construction of a new city charter without the aid of vi-

tally-interested citizens groups. Indeed, the Council's

action appeared as a deliberate effort to exclude the

city's labor and business element from participating in the

new reform movement. Furthermore, the Council's decision

to delay charter action until late September seemed to

be a deliberate stall.

Disgruntled over the City Council's action, many Dallas

citizens urged mass action to effect a commission charter.

The East Dallas Improvement League named a committee on

August 22 to confer with other improvement associations

for the purpose of inducing mass citizen action on charter

28 Ibid., June 26, 1906; and Dallas Morning News, June
27, 1906.
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reform. The League Secretary, William H. Dana, emphasized

that the group intended to begin a movement whereby city

voters would construct the new municipal charter:

I understand that the City Council has
decided to take up the matter of forming the
charter at some future time. The Mayor or some
one else ought to call a meeting of the citizens
in charter convention. That convention ought
to name a charter-framing committee.

Other Dallas improvement leagues endorsed Dana's

plea for citizen action on a new city charter. Oak Cliff

Improvement League Chairman R.C. Porter announced on

August 24 that his group intended to seek charter amend-

ments. 3 0  Exposition Park Improvement League spokesman

James Fitzgerald echoed Porter's statement:

The question of whether we are to have an
elective commission for this city, so far as the
people are concerned, is a closed incident....
All that remains for us to do now is tell the
Legislat He what kind of an elective commission
we want.

As popular sentiment grew for citizen action on the

charter, the City Council's attitude grew hostile. Alder-

man W.D. Burke made clear the attitude of several Council

members when he told one newspaper that a commission

government in Dallas would be disastrous and end up "roasted"

29 Dallas Morning News, August 23, 1906.

30 Ibid., August 25, 1906.

3 1 Ibid., September 2, 1906.
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its first year in existence.3 2  In addition, Mayor Curtis P.

Smith favored postponing any charter action until the State

Fair was concluded in October, implying that Dallas citizens

should concern themselves with staging the Fair, rather than

33
attending to municipal reform.

The most vehement opposition to the commission-charter

was voiced by Alderman W. A. "Farmer" Shaw. Shaw was a

long-time Texas Democrat who:,rose to political prominence

during the Texas Grange movements of the 1880s. During the

politically tumultuous 1890s, when many Democrats and Farmer's

Alliance members bolted to the Populist Party, Shaw remained

a staunch Democrat. He settled in Dallas and later became

editor of an agricultural journal, the Texas Farm and Ranch.34

As an ardent defender of agrarian rights for many years,

Shaw's opposition to the elective commission was linked to

his distrust of the urban business community and the popu-

larization of the elective commission as a businessman's

government. At an Exposition Park Improvement League rally,

he told a sizeable gathering of citizens that Dallas could

32 Ibid., September 18, 1906.

33 Ibid.

34 Robert A. Calvert, "The Southern Grange,"
(Ph.d. diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1969).
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hardly afford to have an elective commission operated by the

businessmen of the city:

Four out of every five of our business men are
incapable of conducting our city government or as-
sisting to do it. They are so wrapped up in their
business in their grab for the almighty dollar that 35
they do not give governmental principles much thought.

Despite strong opposition voiced by Shaw and other

City Council members, at least one alderman, T.L. Lawhon,

was frustrated by his colleagues," refusal to act quickly

on charter reform. Lawhon accused aldermen with influence

of stalling in order to get the singular charter desires

of the Council passed by the Texas Legislature at the last

minute. Consequently, public action seemed a necessary

inevitability. "If the Council doesn't get busy," Lawhon

warned, "I shall ask the people to go to work and decide

on what is wanted for charter amendments."3 6

The City Council met as a committee of the whole as

resolved on the last Thursday in September. A well-defined

charter opposition, led by Alderman Shaw, tried to adjourn

the meeting immediately without taking any action. Alderman

James A. Florer countered the Shaw proposal with a resolu-

tion that each city voting box hold mass meetings. Florer

stated that the purpose of these meetings was to elect a

Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), September 2, 1906.

36 Dallas Morning News, September 26, 1906.
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body of citizens to act with the City Council in writing a

new city charter.3 7

Eighth Ward Alderman H.H. Smith argued that the Lawhon

resolution adopted in June, 1906, provided how the Council

would hear from Dallas citizens and reminded Alderman

Florer of the Council's intentions to remain in control of

the charter reform effort. Mayor Smith, presiding over the

meeting, sustained Alderman Smith's point of order. Florer

gave notice that he would introduce a resolution at the

next regular City Council meeting requesting the Council's

approval of mass meetings to select charter delegates to

meet with aldermen in forming charter amendments.3 8

Florer submitted his resolution to the City Council

on October 4. Instead of requesting the election of delegates

to act with the Council, Florer called for the election of

delegates to attend a citizens charter convention. Florer

did not elaborate on the relationship between his proposed

convention and the City Council. In requesting a charter

convention, however, Florer inferred strongly that he wished

39to turn the matter of charter reform back to the people.

The vote on Florer's resolution was close. Supporting

the Florer resolution were Aldermen Walker H. Edwards, James

3 7 Ibid., September 28, 1906.
38

Ibid.

39 Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, October
4, 1906.
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E. Flanders, H.L. Hancock and T.L. Lawhon. Alderman Wallie

Felton, Kirk Hall, T.F. Lewis, C.H. Read and H.H. Smith

opposed the motion. Surprisingly, Alderman W.A. Shaw voted

in favor of the measure, the deciding difference in a six

to five vote.4 0

While passage of the Florer resolution assured Dallas

citizens of a voice in the charter reform process, the

relationship between the charter convention and the City

Council was left undefined and uncertain. A few Dallas

citizens sided with the city aldermen who wanted to remain

in firm control of charter reform. Other citizens believed

that the charter convention would replace the City Council

as the principal charter-making body. A third possibility

expressed by some Dallas citizens was that the convention

delegates and the city aldermen be given an equal voice and

vote in a joint charter effort.4 1

Despite the air of uncertainty, mass meetings to elect

charter convention delegates were held on October 10, as

directed by the Florer resolution. Delegates were selected

from all Dallas voting wards except the first ward,

40Ibid. Alderman Shaw's vote in favor of the Florer
resolution might have been founded on the belief that the
charter convention would be dominated by citizens who
would oppose the establishment of a strictly businessman's
government in Dallas.

41 Dallas Morning News, October 7 and October 10, 1906.
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where meetings were not held. The group chosen as charter

delegates was composed of several businessmen, a few attor-

neys and laborers, a school teacher and several improvement

league representatives.4 2

The ward meetings were mostly quiet and uneventful.

One notable exception was in the seventh Ward, where a con-

troversial election centered around the nominations of

Socialist George C. Edwards and former city Alderman Clarence

C. Lane. According to Edwards, the meeting was stacked with

numerous cottom mill workers whom Edwards had brought along

to lend support, but who were not qualified voters. After

nominations for the single delegate position were made, a

vote was taken by having those in attendance walk across

the meeting room to be counted. Since Edwards' contingent

of mill workers far outnumbered the "few 'respectable' Ervay

Street folks and property owners, who were accustomed to

attend ward meetings and run things," Edwards was declared

the duly-elected delegate.4 3

The outcome of the seventh Ward election elicited a

"spirited debate" by Lane partisans. 44 However, the angry

42
Ibid., October 11, 1906. For a list of charter dele-

gates see Appendix A.
43
George C. Edwards, Untitled autobiographical manu-

script (made available by George Edwards, Detroit, Michigan),
p. 99. (Typewritten).

44
Dallas Morning News, October 11, 1906.
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Lane contingency withdrew. The meeting's minutes and Edwards'

election credentials were recorded correctly by the meeting's

secretary, "a brother of one of the big men on the Dallas

Morning News. "4 5

Edwards' nomination as the seventh Ward charter delegate

surprised many Dallas citizens. Although respected as an

articulate, honest intellectual, Edwards' frequent discussions

of the Socialist system in his Dallas classroom and his

nomination as the Texas Socialist Party's gubernatorial

candidate in 1906 made him too controversial a public figure

46for the mainstream of Dallas citizens., His nomination was

certain to be contested before the charter convention by

seventh Ward regulars and Lane supporters.

With controversy raging over the possibility of a

Socialist delegate to the charter convention, and with the

relationship between the City Council and charter convention

unsettled, charter delegates met as directed on October 11.

City aldermen attended the meeting also. Alderman Shaw

called the City Council members to order as a committee of

45 Edwards, autobiography, p. 100.

46 Jean Gillespie Lankford, private interview at her
home, Dallas, Texas, July 25, 1973. Mrs. Lankford was a
student in George Edwards' civics class prior to 1906.
Her father, Charles B. Gillespie, was the first Waterworks
Commissioner of Dallas elected under the new commission
charter in 1907; and Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), October
14, 1906.
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the whole and declared nominations for officers in order.

Alderman Florer nominated convention delegate Gilbert Irish

for presiding officer.4 7

Florer 's nomination of Irish raised the question of

Council-convention relationship, since Irish was a charter

delegate and the meeting had been called to order as a ses-

sion of the Dallas City Council in committee of the whole.

Alderman H.H. Smith and Florer argued that the charter

convention was formed with the intention that the City

Council would have nothing further to do with the charter

process. Alderman Walker G. Edwards denied that Florer

had such an intention in mind when he introduced the reso-

lution before the City Council; Edwards added that the

Council did not have such intentions in mind in passing the

resolution. Irish, in an apparent effort to reconcile the

disputing factions, suggested that since the two bodies

were meeting together already, a temporary chairman be

elected and delegate credentials approved before settling

the organizational dispute. However, Alderman Shaw insisted

on settling the dispute before any further action was taken.

"I would like to understand more the desire of this body,,"

Shaw explained, "...whether it is to be turned over to the

... charter delegates, or is Cthis2 a meeting of the Council

in committee of the whole."4 8

47 Dallas Morning News, October 12, 1906.
48Ibid.
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Alderman T.L. Lawhon resumed Alderman Edwards' argument

that Florer's resolution was adopted under a misunderstanding.

Lawhon added that the committee of the whole should adjourn

and asked that aldermen join him in leaving the meeting:

"Since we have nothing more to do, come on and let's go

upstairs." 49

While many of the aldermen withdrew from the meeting,

Alderman Shaw remained seated before the convention. "We

will now proceed as a charter convention...." Shaw began.

"You have got nothing to do with it'" Alderman Edwards

retorted as he exited the room.

"I propose to proceed," Shaw replied adamantly, "and

I am going to organize this convention."5 0

With Alderman Shaw unofficially presiding, the charter

delegation continued the meeting. Rufus C. Porter, ninth

Ward delegate and president of the Oak Cliff Improvement

Association, was chosen temporary chairman. Three other

charter delegates were selected as a credentials committee

and received credentials reports from George Edwards and

C.C. Lane in the seventh Ward contest.5 1

Withdrawal of the City Council from the charter con-

vention was important in determining the outcome of the

4 9Ibid.

Ibid.

5 1 Ibid.
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contested seventh Ward elections when the charter delegates

took up the matter on October 16. Alderman Florer, present

on his own behalf, warned the convention that most aldermen

would not participate or cooperate with the charter delegates

in any capacity should Edwards be seated. The delegation

reacted by voting nine to four in favor of seating the

Socialist.52 Thus, Alderman Florer not only influenced the

convention's decision to legitimize Edwards as a delegate;

the City Council, by not participating with the convention,

removed the most serious opposition to Edwards' seating.

The charter convention's decision to seat George

Edwards and the City Council's refusal to participate as a

group with the charter convention was evidence of a devel-

oping rift between elected officials and Dallas citizens.

Despite strained relations, the charter convention tried to

maintain a relatively open attitude towards the City

Council; one charter delegate noted that if city officials

decided to participate with the convention, the delegates

53would be "glad to have them." However, the City Council

remained aloof from the charter convention; Alderman C.A.

Gill confirmed the fact that the Council intended to do its

52
Ibid., October 17, 1906.

5 3 Ibid., October 25, 1906.
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charter work as intended originally, but in contention with

the charter convention. "The Legislature can decide between

us," Gill told a news reporter. 5 4

The Dallas City Council's attitude toward the charter

convention was evidence that the Council intended to uphold

their self-assumed role of charter-makers for Dallas. Such

action revealed also that the Council was jealous over what

many aldermen considered the exclusive right of the city's

elected officials. More importantly, the Council's action

assured the establishment of two separate and rival charter

groups. Which group's charter proposals might reflect best

public desires for a commission government founded on bus-

iness principles was the inevitable choice Dallas citizens

were left to face in late 1906.

5 4 Ibid., October 30, 1906. Although several city
officials sat with the charter convention on an individual
basis, these officials did not participate to any large
degree in the making of the convention's new city charter.
"As a matter of fact, only the elected ward delegates
attended with any regularity." Edwards, autobiography,
p. 100.



CHAPTER IV

REFORM AND REVISION: WRITING THE COMMISSION CHARTER

Despite the commitment of the City Council and the

charter convention to create a new city charter, the prob-

lems of what type of governmental reform and which group

should write the new municipal document confronted Dallas

citizens in November, 1906. The City Council, disrupted

by the split with the charter convention, was without any

formal or permanent organization as a charter committee

of the whole. Whether the City Council had a mandate from

Dallas citizens to act upon the charter or whether a ma-

jority of aldermen favored establishing an elective-type

commission was not clear, either. However, the charter

convention's duties and powers were equally obscure. Was

the convention an independent charter group or simply an

advisory body to the City Council? Also, how would the

presence of Socialist George C. Edwards influence the con-

vention's work and to what degree would his presence impede

mass acceptance of the convention's charter proposals?

'Dallas Morning News, November 4 and November 6, 1906.
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In addition, many of the city's business and commercial

leaders were reluctant to support either the City Council or

the charter convention. Dallas Commercial Club President

M.H. Thomas appointed a committee of club members in late

October to represent the Commercial Club's charter interests.

The committee did not elaborate upon its intentions or upon

any specific goals it hoped to maintain with regards to

charter reform, however, leavingunanswered the question of

whether the group intended to cooperate with either charter

body or whether it intended to act alone.2

The charter convention was the first of the three groups

to act. First, the convention assured fellow citizens that

the convention would represent no special interests and that

its members had no political ambitions in working on the new

city charter. After making this claim of nonpartisanship,

the convention issued its first formal report on charter

revision. The report recommended that the municipal govern-

ment include four commissioners. Each commissioner had to

reside in one of four city districts, but was elected by all

qualified Dallas voters.4

2Daily Times Herald (Dallas), October 29, 1906.

3Ibid.

4Dallas Morning News, November 6, 1906.
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The convention's recommendation drew criticism from one

Dallas newspaper. If such a proposal was adopted, Dallas

citizens would be prevented fran electing the "best men"

from all over the city, since the candidates for each com-

misionership had to reside in a particular area of the city.

The newspaper added that commissioner candidates should be

selected and elected by all qualified voters of the city

in order that "all feeling of sectionalism shall be removed,

and in order that each...shall feel that he is the servant

of all the people."5

Soon other issues were brought to the attention of the

charter convention as Dallas citizens and the press made public

various charter proposals. The convention was bombarded with

resolutions calling for such charter reforms as limiting

Dallas saloon operations to a small, designated area of the

city, adoption of the referendum and recall processes for

municipal ordinances and officers and street and sidewalk

improvement ordinances.6 The Daily Times-Herald coined an

editorial slogan-- "Lift Dallas out of the mud"--which became

a popular reminder to citizens that many municipal problems

needed to be redressed through charter reform.7

5
Ibid., November 7, 1906.

6 Ibid., October 11, 1906. Many resolutions placed before
the charter convention were adopted by Dallas citizens at the
October 10 ward meetings to elect charter delegates.

Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), November 4, 1906.
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These important charter proposals, as well as proposals

outlining requirements for holding city offices or employment,

were discussed at a lengthy convention session on November

14. The proposals drew heated debate from the delegates

and many proposals were tabled for lack of any consensus.

The delegates managed to outline a new plan for selecting

and electing commissioner candidates, however, indicating

a response to earlier news criticism of the original plan.8

The new plan provided that commissioner candidates would

file to run for a place "1-2-3-4" on the ballot, without

regard to the candidate's area of residence within the city.

Convention Chairman James A. Pondrom rejected one argument

that the new plan would lead to "single-shotting"-- special

interest groups focusing upon a particular candidate on a

certain place to insure their victory. Instead, Pondrom

insisted that the place system would agitate public interest

in municipal elections by pitting city-wide candidates

against each other. "I love to see a real downright fight,"

he added, "and this sort of heat for an office will bring

out the voters."9

The well-attended, animated deliberations of the Dallas

charter convention gave the group an aura of authenticity.

Carried along by citizen interest and (with a sufficient

8 Ibid., November 15, 1906.

9Dallas Morning News, November 15, 1906.
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amount of response to public demands) public approval, the

convention was beginning to garner citizen trust and accept-

ance essential if the group's proposals were to be carried

through the Texas Legislature and into law. Indeed, it was

apparent that the charter convention was leading the reform

movement in November, 1906.

Aware that the charter convention was moving forward

quickly, Alderman Charles A. Gill made plans for the City

Council to begin work on a city charter. Gill realized

that the City Council lagged behind the charter convention

in organization and in work done on a new city charter.

The Council could not afford to adopt the convention's

policy of hearing from any citizens or interest groups

and expect to gain ground already lost to the convention.

Consequently, Gill reconfirmed the Council's desire to

remain separate from the charter convention; he also made

it clear that the Council intended to be selective in

cooperating with citizens and interest groups in forming

its charter.1 0

While Alderman Gill's policy of selectivity was intended

to speed up the City Council's charter process, he seemed

to feel that such a policy might deter possible support

10 Alderman Gill announced that the City Council's
charter deliberations would be limited to aldermen until
such time as "others will be invited to inspect the work
and to suggest." Ibid., November 16, 1906.
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of the Council charter by the city's business and commercial

element. Consequently, Gill acted to win partisan support

from the uncommitted Dallas Commercial Club charter com-

mittee. The City Council, acting as a committee of the

whole, "invited the Commercial club charter committee,

heads and first assistants of municipal departments and

the president of the school board to meet and deliberate

with the aldermen." 1 1

More than any other Dallas alderman, Charles Gill

realized the importance of obtaining cooperation and support

from the city's business and commercial leaders. As a

member of the City Council's charter committee in 1902,

Gill could recall how the Dallas Commercial Club managed

to pressure the Council into enlisting the club's assistance.

Then, the Commercial Club committee presented a vague and

general set of charter proposals which won support over the

City Council's well-prepared draft of charter revisions.

That the Commercial Club could take control of the charter

reform movement in 1906 just as they had in 1902-1903 was

undoubtedly looming in Gill's mind when he moved to enlist

the club's support.

The City Council's desire to cooperate with Dallas

business and commercial leaders did not extend to other

citizens or interest groups. J.W. Parks of the Dallas

11Da ily Times-Herald (Dallas), November 21, 1906.
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Trades Assembly attended the City Council's committee ses-

sion on November 20 to request that the Assembly be invited

to participate in the committee of the whole's proceedings.

Parks asked Alderman Gill whether the Council intended to

limit its invitation to city officials and members of the

Dallas Commercial Club. "He was informed by Chairman Gill

12
that this was the result of the action that had been adopted.

Thus, the City Council excluded the city's most important

labor organization from its charter proceedings.

While the City Council bid exclusively for the support

of Dallas' business and commercial element, the charter con-

vention moved ahead with construction of a new city charter.

By the end of November, convention sub-committees had reported

on and presented to the general delegation a saloon limits

resolution, a municipal franchise tax proposal, a proposal

to increase the city's bonded debt limit and a gross receipts

tax on municipal utility companies. A report on municipal

financing was drafted by the general delegation and charter

sections on the form of government and qualifications for

city officers were approved.13

The Socialist delegate, George C. Edwards, worked

actively on various charter amendments and made his opinions

well-known to the convention. The articulate, outspoken

12 Ibid.

13 Ibid., November 29, 1906; and Dallas Morning News,
November 18 and November 25, 1906.
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Edwards was given a voice in all proceedings of the con-

vention-- a right that the City Council vould not bestow

upon less-espoused "radicals" such as J.W. Parks and other

members of the Dallas Trades Assembly. As early as October

24, Edwards sought passage of a resolution allowing Dallas

citizens who brought suggestions before the convention to

vote upon the proposals along with the delegation.1 4  The

resolution failed to win convention approval, but pointed

toward the convention's policy of giving citizens an open

forum to air charter proposals. Also, Edwards opposed

strongly a proposal that city officers own municipal prop-

erty of at least one thousand dollars in value as a require-

ment for holding public office; his contention that such a

requirement would bar seventy per cent of Dallas voters from

holding public office aided in defeating the resolution.1 5

Also, a motion to give commissioners the power to appoint

and dismiss all municipal employees was defeated with

Edwards' effort. 1 6

While George Edwards' role in the charter convention

was confined initially to preventing the adoption of many

objectionable proposals, one important convention session

1 4 Dallas Morning News, October 25, 1906.
15Ibid., November 15, 1906.
16 Ibid., November 18, 1906.
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found the Dallas Socialist the principal advocate. During

the session, Dallas School Board Chairman Stephen J. Hay

addressed the delegation concerning the board's duties and

powers, placing particular emphasis on teacher hiring and

dismissal policies. Edwards, a teacher in Dallas schools

since 1901, had been under continuous threat of dismissal

for discussing Socialism in the classroom. Consequently,

he seized the opportunity to confront Hay.

Edwards charged that the Dallas School Board was

guilty of dismissing teachers without any notice or a

hearing, regardless of the teacher's qualifications. Secret

records were kept on teachersby school principals and ram-

pant favoritism determined in most cases whether a teacher

remained within the system. Edwards added that Dallas

teachers would receive justice only through enactment of a

merit system, and proposed that such a system be written

into the new city charter. Most of the convention delegates

sided with Hay, however, and failed to adopt Edwards' proposed

merit system.1 8

Second Ward convention delegate W.G. Lavelle rallied

to Edwards' cause. Lavelle called for convention approval

of guaranteed one-year tenures for Dallas teachers unless

the teacher had to be dismissed for a "just cause." In

1 7 Lankford interview.

18
Dallas Mornin News, November 27, 1906.
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case of dismissal, a two-week notice to the teacher would

be mandatory. Lavelle's proposal drew strong support from

a number of delegates, but failed convention approval by a
19

single vote. Edwards' crusade for school reform was lost,

but the battle signaled the beginning of the Socialist's

role as an active reform leader and precluded his most

important contributions to the convention charter.

Soon after the charter convention dealt with school

administration reform, a recall provision, drafted by George

Edwards, was put before the convention by delegates R.C.

Porter, A.S. Laird and W.H. Dana.20 The provision specified

that a given percentage of qualified city voters could

petition for and receive a new election for any municipal

office-holder whom they felt was not properly performing

his prescribed duties. If the voting majority disapproved

of the official in question, he would then be removed from

office and a newly-elected official installed.2 1

The recall proposal, a popular measure among many

citizens, met concerted opposition nevertheless. The city's

largest newspaper, the Dallas Morning News, led the attack.

I9 Ibid.

20
Ibid., December 9, 1906.

21
Details of the recall provision were taken by George C.

Edwards from Charter of the City of Los Angeles (Los Angeles,
California, 1905), pp. 74-75.
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In an editorial entitled "Making Jumping Jacks of Public

Officials," the News claimed that public officials should

be given a chance to discharge their duties in a fixed term

of office. However, with a recall system in effect, certain

elected officials with ardent political rivals might be

subjected to numerous recalls by these opponents-- a situa-

tion highly unfair to officials trying to tend to public

duties. In addition, Dallas citizens might become annoyed

by frequent recall elections. Given these reasons, the

News did not believe that "any of the various bodies which

are engaged upon...remodeling a charter will yield to the

importunities to adopt the recall provision proposed."2 2

Apparently a few charter delegates heeded the News'

advice. The convention's sub-committee on powers of city

officers reported unfavorably on the recall provision.

However, a minority report recommending adoption of the

provision was submitted to the convention by George Edwards.

The two reports touched off an animated debate between the

delegates, and the issue appeared stalemated as several

roll call votes failed to produce a decision on the measure.

Finally, Dallas labor union representative Walton Peteet

was allowed to address the convention. Peteet assured the

delegates that organized labor supported the recall, and

that experiments with the recall provision in other cities

22
Dallas Moring News, November 10, 1906.
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had proved the recall favorable and effective. Peteet's

argument swayed the delegation; on the ninth roll call

vote, Edwards' minority report was adopted.2 3

Passage of the recall provision marked the charter

convention's first outright break with a Dallas newspaper

on a particularly controversial issue-- a break attributable

in part to Socialist George Edwards. Furthermore, passage

of the recall provision over the protestations of the Dallas

Morning News was proof that the convention intended to

avoid excessive pressure from special interests as promised

in October. Finally, adoption of the controversial recall

provision opened the convention's way toward other pro-

gressive reforms.

Reform of Dallas' city franchise laws drew the charter

convention's attention next. Spurning the existing city

charter's franchise term limit of fifty years, the dele-

gates adopted a more practical limit of twenty years for

holders of municipal utility and service contracts. The

city was given an option to take control of any public

utility after fifteen years should city administrators find

it in the public interest to do so.2 4

To aid in raising much-needed revenue for public

improvements, the convention approved a four per cent

23 Ibid., December 9, 1906; and Daily Times-Herald (Dallas),
December 9, 1906.

24
Dallas Mornin News, December 13, 1906.
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annual gross receipts tax on public utilities. George Ed-

wards added two important sections to the public utilities

and franchise provisions. The first Edwards proposal

assured that no popular vote on any ordinance relating to

public utilities and services could be reversed except by

another popular vote; the second required that copies of

all city ordinances be printed, indexed and offered to

Dallas citizens at cost.25

Other reform proposals adopted by the charter conven-

tion dealt with improving the working conditions of city

employees and with improving social conditions within the

city. The delegates adopted a George Edwards resolution

calling for an eight hour work day for city employees.

A controversial proposal by Gilbert Irish to curtail the

legal boundaries within the city in which saloons could

operate was adopted over protests from Dallas liquor

interests, who realized that the proposal would mean an

end to saloons in the city's residential areas. Also, the

convention recommended the establishment of a city juvenile

court and local child labor laws, and even adopted a motion

to hear from a women's group concerning several child and

womens right proposals.26

25 Ibid.
26

Ibid ., and December 30 , 1906 .
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Reform measures which expanded greatly the control of

Dallas voters over various municipal processes were adopted

by the charter convention. In addition to the recall, the

initiative and referendum processes were added to the char-

ter.2 7  The initiative meant that a given percentage of

qualified voters could initiate through petition a municipal

ordinance and then have proposed ordinances placed upon a

public ballot for consideration. The referendum gave voters

the right to bring to a public vote any municipal ordinance

28
already in effect or being considered.

While the convention continued to push ahead with char-

ter reform, the Dallas City Council kept secret its charter

deliberations. Yet, an indication that the Ccuncil remained

in contention with the charter convention surfaced in a

rather unorthodox manner in late December. The charter

convention had been given access to the Council chambers at

City Hall since October. However, when charter delegates

arrived at City Hall for a session on December 23, the

chamber doors were locked tight so that "no amount of jarring

and shaking and kicking...were efficacious."2 9 The delegates,

angered by the incident, caustically told a news reporter

2 7 Ibid., December 30, 1906.

28 Details of the initiative and referendum processes
are taken from Charter of the City of Los Angeles, pp. 71-74.

2 9 Dallas MorniL News, December 23, 1906.
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the convention would request that in the future the Council

provide a lighted hall for the delegates. The delegates

warned that "any further happenings of this nature can not

be look [sic) upon by the convention...with any degree of

equanimity."30

The City Council did not unlock the doors to its own

charter deliberations until January 6, 1907. On that day,

the Council gave official notice that it intended to apply

to the Texas Legislature for a city charter revision. The

Council reported that its charter work had been carried on

largely through appointed sub-committees meeting privately

or in secret. Unlike the charter convention, the Council

"aimed merely to so amend the city charter as to adapt it

to the installation of a commission form of government. "3 1

The charter convention continued to meet in full ses-

sion three times each week despite the City Council's -

announcement that it had completed its charter work. The

convention continued to meet at a public place, since pri-

vate home meetings such as those held by the City Council

might give Dallas citizens an impression of secrecy. As

completion of the charter draft neared, George Edwards was

selected to draft an address to Dallas citizens setting

forth the convention's work, the facts behind its origin

30
Ibid.

31 Ibid., January 6, 1907.
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and its procedures and goals. Edwards believed that the

letter "should appeal to the people and make it clear that

the convention comes from the people, and is more in au-

thority than the Council or any other body." 3 2

By mid-February, the charter convention had completed

its charter draft and was ready to meet with the state legis-

lators from Dallas County, who would be responsible for

introducing and steering through the Texas Legislature the

Dallas charter proposals. Consequently, Representatives

Thomas B. Love and Hiram F. Lively and Senator E.G. Senter

were hosted:by the convention on February 16. The conven-

tion invited all interested citizens to attend, in keeping

with convention policy of open public meetings. Among the

large number of citizens who attended the meeting, hou ver,

were several city aldermen and members of the Dallas Com-

mercial Club's charter committee.3 3

Convention delegates presented salient features of

the new draft charter to the legislators. The legislators

interrupted the delegates' presentation occasionally to

inquire into various proposals, but seemed more interested

in learning about the convention's origins and how work on

the new charter was carried out. Neither Senator Senter

3 2 Ibid., January 27, 1907.

3 3 Ibid., February 17, 1907.
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or Representatives Love and Lively offered any serious ob-

jections to the convention's charter proposals.3 4

City Council partisans did not challenge any of the

convention's charter proposals or offer their own counter-

proposals. Indeed, former alderman Charles G. Morgan denied

that a riff existed between the two Dallas charter forces.

Morgan told the Dallas County legislators that the City

Council was attempting merely to fill in some of the details

of the convention's work. In displaying a spirit of unity

and cooperation, Morgan and the other Council partisans

hoped to win the legislators' support for a joint charter

session. "We had hoped," another Council partisan explained,

"that upon completion of the work of the two bodies we

might get together and submit the agreed form to the

delegation."35

Although the City Council's sudden change of attitude

toward the charter convention seemed a sincere gesture of

reconciliation, the strategy shift had definite underlying

motives. If the Council could presuade legislators to

demand a joint charter session in order to work out a single

set of proposals, then the Council, backed by influential

business and commerical leaders, might succeed in ousting

34
Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), February 17, 1907.

35 Dallas Morning News, February 17, 1907.
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undesirable convention proposals in favor of their own charter

revisions. Thus, the Dallas charter movement would be taken

out of the convention's control and placed in the control of

established politicians and civic leaders who wished to keep

the existing city charter relatively intact.

The Dallas County legislators conferred privately, then

rejected the Council's proposal for a joint charter session.

Senator Senter announced instead that the entire Dallas

County legislative delegation would hear suggesticns from

Dallas charter groups and interested citizens on March 1

and 2 in Austin. After the hearings, the legislators would

frame the new charter bill, giving the Dallas charter forces,

individual citizens and interest groups an opportunity to

vie for the legislators' support of their respective charter

proposals. 36

The City Council responded to the news of the Austin

hearings by adopting a draft charter on February 25. A

committee was chosen to take the Council charter to Austin

36 Ibid. A group of prominent Dallas business leaders--
Alex Sanger of Sanger Brothers department store, Commercial
Club Secretary John V. Hughes, corporation lawyer Lewis
Dabney and manufacturing executive C.C. Lane, et. al.-- met
with Senator Senter the next day in Mayor Curtis Smith's
offices at City Hall. The group tried to persuade Senter to
reverse his decision and demand a joint charter session.
Senter issued a statement recommending a Council-convention
conferece to iron out charter differences, but left the
decision for the joint meeting squarely in the hands of the
two charter groups. Daily Times-Herald, February 18, 1907.
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with assistance from the Commercial Club's charter committee

and from former City Attorneys Will T. Henry and W.P. Elli-

37son. In preparing a charter draft, the Council did not

want citizens to think that a new charter had been written;

indeed, Alderman Gill reiterated the Council's desire to

retain most of the existing charter:

In the preparation of the charter to adapt it
to the altered form of government for the city we
have followed as much as possible the present charter.
Eminent lawyers have assured us that it is in most
respects superior to those other cities where t e
commission form of government has been adopted.q8

The charter convention named its delegation to Austin

on February 27. One of the five delegates chosen to deliver

the convention's charter to the legislators was George

Edwards. The printed draft reflected the convention's

desire to maintain its image as a nonpartisan citizens

group; it was appropriately subtitled "Drafted for presen-

tation to the legislature by a convention composed of dele-

gates chosen for that purpose by citizens of Dallas in mass

meeting."39

Both charter groups faced the Austin hearings with

considerable uncertainty and some trepidation. The Dallas

County legislators had not indicated whether they favored

3 7 Dallas Morning News, February 26, 1907.
38

Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes MSS, February 25,
1907.

39Da ily T imes -Her ald (Da llas ), February 28, 1907 .
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a completely new city charter or whether they favored revising

the existing charter to adapt it to a commission form of

government. Faced with two charter groups offering diverse

charter reform proposals, Dallas citizens had not given

either group a clear mandate of approval. Consequently,

charter delegates on both sides agreed that on the eve of

the Austin hearings it was indeed "difficult to determine

just what plan seems to be the more strongly advocated. "40

Adding to the uncertainty surrounding the Austin

hearings was the potential impact that many individuals and

interest groups might have with the Dallas County legis-

lators. Among the large number of citizens attracted to

Austin by the promise of an open forum before legislators

was a contingent of business and commercial leaders who were

not involved directly with the Dallas Commercial Club's

charter committee. Also, a committee of Dallas Trades

Assembly representatives were slated to attend the hearings

in order to "look after the interests of organized labor

in the new instrument for the city's government."

The Dallas labor representatives, .the two charter dele-

gations and other interested citizens gathered at the

Driskill Hotel in Austin on Friday afternoon, March 1, for

the first session of charter hearings. Dallas County

40 Dallas Morning News, February 28, 1907; and Ibid.,

February 19, 1907.

4 1 Dallas Morning News, March 1, 1907.
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Representatives Love, Lively and Claude McCallum and Senator

Senter were present. The City Council partisans were awarded

the right to open the session by virtue of a coin flip. When

the legislators called for the Council's presentation, the

mood was promptly set. "Now," proclaimed Council partisan

P. Barry Miller, "let the war begin."4 2

The City Council's presentation opened with a lengthy

reiteration that the group's proposed changes consisted of

amendments to the existing city charter and not an entirely

new charter. Charles G. Morgan presented important features

of the Council's charter and emphasized that the charter

vested all municipal authority in five commissioners, much

like the centralized authority of a modern business corpor-

ation. Morgan claimed that the convention's charter did

not do this; rather, the convention charter "removed much

of the responsibility from the Commission and placed it

elsewhere."43

The City Council's charter gave commissioners the power

to appoint and remove all city officials except the auditor.

The city's bonded debt limit was set at four million dollars.

The municipal tax levy on property was increased from one

dollar and fifty cents to one dollar and seventy-five cents,

the twenty-five cent increase earmarked for street repairs

42 Ibid., March 2, 1907; and Daily Times-Herald (Dallas),
March 2, 1907.

4 3 Dallas Morning News, March 2, 1907.
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and improvements. A two per cent gross receipts tax on

municipal franchises and a fifty year franchise term were

incorporated in the Council charter. The city's saloon

. . 44limits were left unchanged.

The City Council's presentation consumed the Friday

session and continued Saturday morning. Alderman T.F. Lewis

spoke first, and defended vigorously the Council's proposed

fifty year term for municipal franchises. Lewis explained

that Dallas citizens were in favor of the proposal because

of the municipal benefits to be drived from long-term gross

receipts taxes. Alderman H.H. Smith added that a fifty year

franchise would protect the investments of franchise holders

for an extended period of time-- clearly a benefit to the

city's business interests.4 5

Fifty year franchises were rebuffed when the charter

convention began its presentation later in the morning.

Convention delegate C.H. Read warned that bad experiences

with long-term municipal franchises in other cities should

prove that a twenty year franchise as proposed by the con-

vention, would be more advantageous to Dallas citizens.

The City Council's proposed two per cent gross receipts tax

was too low, Read added, since the city provided most of

the initial capital for franchise-holders. The Council' s

44 Ibid.

45 Ibid., March 3, 1907.
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bonded debt limit of four million dollars was too high; more

importantly, the convention charter gave Dallas voters the

right to decide all bond proposals, whereas the Council's

charter did not.4 6

The attack on the City Council's charter intensified

with the charter convention's afternoon session. Delegate

R.C. Porter told Dallas County legislators that the Council

charter was largely the product of Charles Morgan, although

Morgan was no longer a member of the City Council. Morgan

told the legislators he resented Porter's statement and

added that what work he had done on the charter was done at

the request of city officials. Porter countered by declaring

that the charter convention represented the entire city and

not just a few men, as did the Council; therefore, the con-

vention's charter proposals represented the real "voice of

the people." Finally, the Council's property tax hike was

illegal, since the Texas Legislature had no- right to change

47the rate without the consent of Dallas voters.

Lewis Dabney defended the City Council's proposed

property tax increase, especially the earmarking of twenty-

five cents per one hundred dollar valuation for public

improvements. Dabney believed that the Legislature had

as much right to fix an improvement tax for the city as

4 6 Ibid.

47
Ibid.
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any other municipal tax. Furthermore, Dallas citizens were

demanding public improvements immediately:

We have petitions from Swiss Avenue, Columbia,
Gaston, Ross and other streets, all of which come
to us with their part of the money, and if we don't
look after it the people of the city will believe
that you are not willing to egourage them to obtain
better streets and sidewalks.

Gilbert Irish moved the discussion away from public

improvements to the question of establishing stricter saloon

limits within the city. Outlining the charter convention's

saloon limits proposal, Irish emphasized that by restricting

saloons primarily to the downtown area, one hundred and

twenty saloons would be eliminated in residential areas.

Irish, intensely critical of the "neighborhood" saloons,

labeled them "an ubiquitous institution...inimical to the

public welfare."49

Irish's tirade against neighborhood saloons touched

off a heated debate with P. Barry MilleaV, who represented

Dallas liquor interests. At the Saturday evening session,

48 Ibid. "A big, smart, cynical and amusing corporation
lawyer named Lewis Dabney presented a chapter on street
improvement,, It turned out that the chief improvement he
was concerned with was making sure that the paving company
liens were attack-proof even by a plea of homestead....
The City was given full power to fix valid liens, and
generally when a district was to be paved the homestead
owners were persuaded to agree to a mechanic's lien. Dabney's
chapter with the new lien passages was adopted with almost
no change and the paving companies went into a boom period."
Edwards, autobiography, pp. 100-101.

4 9 Dallas Morning News, March 3, 1907.
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Miller told Dallas County legislators that he had records to

prove that the downtown saloons-- the saloons Gilbert Irish

proposed to leave in business-- caused ninety per cent of

the crime and gambling in Dallas. Exhibiting a stack of

papers, Miller added that he had a petition signed by "some

of the best people in Dallas" opposing Irish's saloon limits.50

Irish insisted on knowing who Barry Miller represented.

Miller replied that he represented himself and that it was

none of Irish's business whether he represented anybody

else. Irish retorted that he knew Miller was employed by

the city's liquor interests; more importantly, the majority

of Dallas citizens favored abolishing neighborhood saloons.

The tenseness of the charter hearings did not abate

when J.W. Parks of the Dallas Trades Assembly was given the

floor. Parks told the legislators that three thousand

Dallas wage earners had been denied a voice in the pro-

ceedings of the Council group. Also, he demanded that the

legislators adopt initiative, referendum and recall pro-

visions as suggested by the charter convention, since the

majority of laboring men favored the proposals.51

The extremely volatile charter hearing finally adjourned

near midnight. Exhausted Dallas County legislators, faced

with the difficult task of deciding which of the diverse and

5 0 Ibid.

5 1 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), March 3, 1907.
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contending charter proposals should be adopted, refused to

comment on the hearings, but announced legislative caucuses

for the following week to decide upon the new charter's

provisions. Until the legislators drafted the new charter

bill, no individuals, citizens groups or charter forces

could be declared victor in the "war" Barry Miller heralded

into session on Friday; there were still no champions of

reform in 1907 Dallas.



CHAPTER V

BUSINESSMAN'S GOVERNMENT: THE CITIZENS' ASSOCIATION

Despite the decision of Dallas County legislators to

withhold comment on charter proposals, information regarding

the lawmakers' opinions on various propositions leaked out

of Austin in the week following the charter hearings. The

leaks told Dallas citizens of a decisive split within the

delegation on methods of electing commissioners and on the

initiative, referendum and recall proposals. The Dallas

legislators were bewildered by the counter-proposals of

the contending charter factions and pled for agreement upon

proposals. No agreement was forthcoming.2

Instead of agreement, the opposing charter groups

ignored the Dallas County legislators' request. Both groups

announced that they would meet again separately and present

their final recommendations to the lawmakers.3 "It now

seems evident, " one Dallas newspaper noted, "that the Dallas

county delegation in the legislature will have to decide

'Dallas Morning News, March 5, 1907.

2 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), March 4, 1907.

3Ibid.
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upon the various amendments proposed as between the charter

convention and the council committee of the whole."4

Meanwhile, supporters of the City Council were expres-

sing great dissatisfaction with affairs in Austin.5 Despite

the fact that Council members were escorted to Austin by

prominent Dallas business and commercial leaders, municipal

administrators and legal advisers, they were unable to

secure any definite commitments of support for their charter

from the Dallas County legislators. The more prominent

members of the legislative group, Speaker of the House Thomas

B. Love and Senator E.G. Senter, favored several charter

convention proposals, including the initiative, referendum

6
and recall. For partisans of the City Council's charter,

the alternatives were apparent-- either continue to pressure

the legislators and hope for cooperation, or form a political

group with enough support to win control over whatever type

of commission government Dallas might finally have.

Council partisans chose to form a political group. On

Monday night, March 4, a large group of Dallas business

and commercial leaders met at the Commercial Club. Many of

the city's most prominent and powerful civic leaders-- bank-

ing magnate J.B. Wilson, retail entrepreneurs Alex Sanger

4Ibid., March 6, 1907.

5 Ibid.

6 Dallas Morning News, March 5, 1907.
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and E.M. Kahn, Exchange Bank President Royal A. Ferris,

Dallas Loan and Trust President Henry D. Lindsley, et al.,
7-- attended the meeting. Lindsley, presiding over the

session, announced the organization of a "Citizens' Asso-

ciation" with the"avowed purpose...to elect a mayor and

four commissioners under the new charter..8

The organization of the Citizens' Association surprised

most Dallas citizens. The new city charter was not completed

and yet the new association was committed to "see to it that

its provisions are enforced fearlessly and without favor."9

Lindsley explained that no general call for a meeting was

issued. In fact, he said, the organization of such a group

had been first suggested to him the previous day. A number

of citizens interested in good government for the city simply

got together and formed an organization.10

Some observers doubted that the organization was quite

as spontaneous as Lindsley maintained. Groups designed to

carry out similar functions had been formed in Houston and

in Galveston several years earlier. Four months prior to the

7.Lindsley, History of Greater Dallas, I, 310-311.

8
Dallas Morning News, March 5, 1907.

9 1bid.

1 0Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), March 5, 1907.
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organization of the Citizens' Association, the Dallas Morning

News hinted of such an organization for Dallas:

Citizens should be invited to support a ticket
because of the merits of the men who compose it....
In both Galveston and Houston...tickets have been
put out by clubs organized for that purpose. These
clubs have no object in view beyond securing effi-
cient city government according to the winds of
their respective members...The News believes that
much of the success of the commission governm t
has been due to the existence of these clubs.

Several days after the News' editorial, former Dallas mayoral

candidate Kirney J. Kivlen suggested the establishment of

"citizen's tickets" which would "insure the people some

measure of reform."12 By "reform" Kivlen and Lindsley

meant that the business and commercial leaders of the city

--the traditional champions of municipal uplift--would also

be the leaders of the commission government.

In addition to organizing a Citizens' Association, the

city's business and commercial leaders intended to lobby in

Austin. This was not too surprising since many influential

Dallas businessmen, having sided with the City Council, did

not feel that the Council had achieved any measure of :uc-

cess with its charter proposals. Consequently, leaders of

the Association met in Mayor Smith's office on March 9 and

selected a lobby committee to go to Austin.13 The group

Dallas Morning News, November 7, 1906.

12 Ibid., November 11, 1906.

13
Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), March 10, 1907.
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was to fight for passage of the fifty year franchise proposal,

a measure that legislators Love and McCallum opposed.14

While the Association's lobby was defending its interests

in Austin, the Dallas Morning News was mustering support in

the community for the Association's goals. A March 11 News

editorial, entitled "Cut Out the Socialistic Fads and Fal-

lacies," was directed at preventing approval of the recall

proposal. Also, the editorial attacked the "wholly unnecessary

and dangerous fads which have been lugged into the new Dallas

charter" by the charter convention as devices which would

sacrifice "an opportunity to secure the services of the

best men by an untimely and idle contention over the social-

istic fallacy....',15

The recall proposal had its defenders, however. The

Daily Times-Herald's March 11 editorial, "An Important

Amendment," defended staunchly the recall proposition.

The editorial claimed that the recall made it easy for

Dallas voters to "rid themselves and their city of an unworthy

servant." The recall was not a dangerous fad, added the

newspaper; rather, "it points the way to good government,

honest government and the reign of the people."1 6

1 4 Ibid.,The lobby committee included Alex Sanger, J.T.
Trezevant, Alderman H.H. Smith, Charles Morgan, W.A. Green
and Royal A. Ferris-- all very influential Dallas business
and political leaders.

15 Dallas Morning News, March 11, 1907.

16 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), March 11, 1907.
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The Daily Times-Herald succeeded in blunting the attack

on the recall in Dallas. However, the proposal was attacked

freely by the Citizens' Association lobby in Austin. When

the lobby met with Dallas County legislators to discuss

franchise provisionsof the new city charter, the recall

proposal was criticized sharply by J.T. Trezevant. In fact,

Trezevant told the legislators that the entire convention

charter was influenced largely by George Clifton Edwards,

"who was a man of splendid intention and excellent motive,

but an avowed Socialist, and his fads ought not go in the

charter ."17

While the Citizens' Association lobby continued the

charter fight in Austin, the organization was growing quickly

in Dallas. By March 15 the Association boasted of a member-

ship in excess of two thousand. Through mass meetings,

door-to-door canvasses and daily endorsements by prominent

civic and business leaders in Dallas newspapers, the Asso-

ciation barnstormed Dallas voters for their pledges of support.

The Association did not focus its appeal on a particular

segment of Dallas citizens, either. "What we are anxious

to have and invite at this time," explained Henry Lindsley,

the Association's president, "is the interest of citizens

from every walk and station in life....from every branch

17
Dallas Morning News, March 12, 1907.
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of the trades and occupations in Dallas and from all sorts
18

and conditions of men."

Lindsley and the Citizens' Association hoped that a

broad-based appeal would give the organization a democratic

aura that would counteract the popularly-chosen charter

convention and its proposals. In mid-March the Association

petitioned Dallas County lawmakers in Austin to follow

Dallas voters' April, 1906 dictum and give the city a com-

mission with general administrative control of municipal

affairs.19 Such a system would create a flexibility in

government, argued the Association, placing the affairs of

the city in the hands of competent, successful businessmen

so that municipal policies "may safely be left to their

wisdom and to the conditions that may arise."20

The petition may have been a desperate last-ditch

effort. Association lobbyists were not achieving success in

Austin. W.A. Green returned from Austin on March 12 and re-

ported that the Dallas County legislators were squarely

21against the fifty year franchise proposal. Charles Mor-

gan warned two days later that the legislators were still

8 Ibid., March 15, 1907.
19
Ibid., March 19, 1907.

Ibid., March 17, 1907.

21Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), March 13, 1907.
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undecided upon the methods of electing commissioners, but

they were leaning towards the charter convention's place

system.22 George Carden and Clarence C. Lane returned

to Dallas on March 16; they admitted that most of the char-

ter convention's proposals were embodied in the new charter.2 3

The news of the Citizens' Association's defeat was

announced to the citizens of Dallas the next week. The

Dallas County legislators agreed tentatively upon the char-

ter convention's controversial proposals; the new charter

would include a twenty year franchise limit, Irish's saloon

limits proposal and the initiative, referendum and recall

.. 24provisions. Mayor Pro-tem W.D. Burke returned to Dallas,

irate over what he considered a group of legislators "filled

with Socialistic and Populistic ideas....',25

Possibly Burke's outrage was an implication of political

opposition to the Dallas County legislators in the upcoming

elections. At any rate, two days later Representatives

McCallum and Jeff D. Cox withdrew from the tentative agree-

ment of the following week. They insisted that the recall

be submitted to the voters, and threatened to bring the

22
Ibid., March 14, 1907.

Ibid., March 17, 1907.
24
..Ibid.; and Dallas Morning News, March 21, 1907.

25DailyTimes-Herald (Dallas), March 20, 1907.
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provision to a House vote if necessary. Senator Senter agreed

to Cox and McCallum's demand as a compromise in order to

facilitate quick action on the charter bill.2 6

Senter 's compromise did not end the recall controversy,

however. Representative Love opposed adamantly the submis-

sion of any sections of the new charter to Dallas voters.

What would result, Love asked, if, after agreeing to submit

the recall proposal to a vote, the courts ruled that one

provision could not be decided separately from the rest of

the charter? McCallum remained firm; unless the recall

was "allowed to stand or fall by the vote of the people,"

he would not be surprised to see Dallas without a new

city charter.2 7

Since the Dallas County Representatives would not com-

promise, Senator Senter rejected his earlier compromise

and announced that the Dallas charter would be introduced

in the Texas Senate without a recall referendum provision.2 8

Senter's statement proved correct. The Senate took up

and passed the charter bill on April 3 without the voter

referendum on the recall. 2 9

26 Dallas MorningL News, March 25, 1907.
2 7 Ibid.

2 8 Ibid., April 3, 1907.

2 9 Texas Legislature, Senate Journal, 30th Leg., reg.
sess., April 3, 1907, pp. 878-879.
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McCallum and Cox stood firm. When the Dallas charter

bill was introduced in the Texas House of Representatives

on April 6, it included the new provision for a referendum

on the recall.30 The provision stipulated that passage of

the recall provision by Dallas voters was mandatory before

the recall procedure would be in effect.31

The Dallas County legislators' uncompromising split

over the recall provision concerned many Dallas citizens

who felt that the legislative impasse might hinder passage

of the charter bill. The Dallas Morning News urged the

legislators to work together in bringing the new Dallas

charter into law; whatever differences the legislators felt

on the recall provision, the News emphasized, they were of

comparative little importance to the passage of the entire

bill.32 In addition, Socialist George Edwards criticized

the legislative row over the recall as an interference to

the will of the people for a new form of government:

It seems to me that the scrapping is all out
of place...The people have voted on the form of
government. The people have acted in the matter
of framing the charter they want. For the legis-
lators from this county to scrap over the thing is
useless. They ought to settle the thing and let
the people do the rest.3 3

3 0 Texas Legislature, House Journal, 30th Leg., reg.
sess., April 6, 1907, pp. 1370-1371.

31
Ibid.

32
Dallas Morning News, April 7, 1907.

33 Ibid.
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Under public pressure to pass the charter bill, the

Dallas County legislators agreed finally to accept the

McCallum-Cox provision on the recall. The recall referendum

was added to the Senate version of the charter and reintro-

duced in both legislative houses on April 8. After a

suspension of rules requiring that bills be read on three

separate days, the Senate and House approved unanimously

the Dallas charter bill.3 4

Upon hearing of the passage of the new city charter,

the Citizens' Association made plans to launch its campaign

for the May 21 municipal elections. The Association called

together its Executive Committee on April 13. Meeting in

closed session, the group selected candidates for mayor and

the four commissionerships.. The committee was careful to

select "men who have made a success of their private affairs"

and who, if elected, could give the city "a strictly honest

and business administration."3 5

Stephen J. Hay, the nominee for mayor, "wasn't known

as a political guy at all; he was one of the most successful

. 36businessmen in Dallas." Arriving in Dallas as a hardware

34
House Journal, 30th Leg., reg. sess., April 8, 1907,

pp. 1381-1382; and Senate Journal, 30th Leg., reg. sess.,
April 8, 1907, pp. 878-879.

35 Dallas (Texas) Citizens' Association, "The Citizens'
Ticket," platform published by the Citizens' Association,
Dallas, 1907 (Dallas Public Library: Texas Collection).

Shannon interview.
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store clerk in 1887, Hay's business ability brought him to

the position of Secretary-Treasurer of the Texas Paper Com-

pany by 1907. Four terms on the City's Board of Education,

one as chairman, gave Hay valuable experience in municipal

administration without earning him the label of "ward poli-

tician." As a public administrator Hay earned a high

degree of public notoriety for his stand against neighbor-

hood saloons. These factors coupled with Hay's membership

in several Dallas social and fraternal organizations made

him an ideal choice to head the Association's ticket and,

hopefully, the new businessman's government.37

Commissioner nominee William Doran's life in Dallas

paralled Hay's rise from working-class obscurity to prom-

inence in the city's business and social elite. Transported

from his native Ireland to a Dallas County farm in 1875,

Doran evolved from agrarian to rancher to meat-packing

entrepreneur. Although lacking experience in municipal

administration, his reputation as a successful, self-made

capitalist made Doran a suitable choice for what one obser-

ver described as the ideal public administrator-- "the men

who are most capable, best fitted and have a reputation

for doing things...."3 8

37 Hay interview; and Dallas Morning News, April 21, 1907.

8DailyTimes-Herald (Dallas), April 14, 1907; and
Dallas Morning News, April 21, 1907; and Shannon interview.
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Charles B. Gillespie was another commissioner candidate

who represented the ideal blend of successful businessman

and public administrator. A citizen of Dallas since 1871,

Gillespie spent fifteen years in the Dallas Tax Office,

eight as the City Tax Collector. 39 While City Tax Collector,

Gillespie earned a reputation as an honest, efficient admin-

istrator, a reputation that followed him into the mortgage

and real estate profession. As business success brought

him social and commercial notoriety, Gillespie's reputation

for staunch honesty remained unassailable. "Whatever C.B.

Gillespie told you," one observer noted, "you could take as

being correct."40

Thirty-five year old lawyer Harry L. Seay gave the

Citizens' Association a flashy, youthful candidate whose

family was also one of Dallas' wealthiest and socially

prominent. A graduate of Georgetown University in Washing-

ton, D.C., Seay was regarded by many Dallas citizens as a

Northern-educated progressive businessman. Actually Seay

was a corporation lawyer whose personable character and

well-regarded professional skill were assets which, to the

Citizens' Association, overshadowed his lack of experience

in public administration.4 1

3 9 Dallas Morning News, April 21, 1907.
40

Foree interview and Lankford interview.

41
Dallas Morning News, April 21, 1907; and Hay inter-

view; and Dallas Newspaper Artists Association, ed., Makers
of Dallas (Dallas, 1912).
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Dan Sullivan was another self-made businessman whose

rise to affluence as a Dallas plumbing contractor made him

an attractive commissioner candidate for the Citizens' Asso-

ciation. In addition, Sullivan served as the city's police

commissioner between 1902 and 1904 and gained acclaim as an

42
adept administrator, although his brash, outspoken character

contributed to a wide-spread belief among many Dallas citizens

that he was "a beer-swigging, whiskey-drinking Irishman."4 3

At first, opponents of the Citizens' Association direc-

ted their criticism not at the five candidates, but at the

Association's method of selecting its ticket. Instead of

allowing the organizational membership to select candidates,

the seventeen-member Citizens' Association Executive Com-

mittee selected the candidates in secret without approval

from the general membership. "What right has one man, or

fifteen men, to dictate who you should support for office?"

noted Dallas real estate broker John H. Traylor.4 4

Traylor questioned also the legality of selecting pol-

itical candidates by a committee. The state's election

laws established blanket primaries for selecting candidates

from a political party; thus, the Citizens' Association's

42 Dallas Morning News, April 21, 1907.

43 Hay interview.

4 4 Dallas Morning News, April 16, 1907.
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selection of candidates by committee might be illegal. How-

ever, the Association made public a letter from Assistant

Attorney General of Texas Claude Pollard in which Pollard

ruled that a local party's executive committee could decide

whether its candidates be nominated "either by primary elec-

tion or by some other method."4 5

Pollard's letter did not quell criticism of the Citi-

zens' Association's nominating methods. One concerned Dallas

citizen noted that "if you foster on Dallas such an organ-

ization as the Citizens' Association, its committee of

seventeen will become worse and more powerful than Tammany

over New York." Another concerned citizen believed that

the Association's method of selecting candidates was an

insult to Dallas voters. "Even now," he added, "we can see

the nucleous and hear the far-off quakes and rumblings of a

Tammany Hall."4 7

A devastating attack was delivered by Citizens Asso-

ciation member H.C. Jarrell. Announcing that he was finished

with the organization, Jarrell accused the Executive Com-

mittee of violating the trust of its membership and accused

Chairman Henry D. Lindsley of violating a public pledge not

45Daily Times-Herald (Dallas),. April 16, 1907.

46
Ibid., April 28, 1907.

4 7 Dallas Morniny News, May 2, 1907.
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to have the Association involved in the charter fight.48

Jarrell's evidence was substantial; two members of the Asso-

ciation's Executive Committee, Royal A. Ferris and Alex

Sanger, appeared before Dallas County legislators on March

9 in support of the fifty year franchise. On March 20, two

Association members, M.H. Mahana and Harry L. Seay, met

secretly with legislators to urge that the new Dallas com-

mission be granted unlimited governmental powers. "I

believe," Jarrell concluded, "that secret political organ-

izations are a menace to divine honesty and are antagonistic

to the principles of free government."4 9

Jarrell's attack upon the Citizens' Association reflec-

ted a growing belief by many Dallas citizens that the new

political group posed a serious threat to the traditional

political structure of the city. Consequently, a number

of Dallas Democrats, led by Alderman W.A. Shaw, advocated

a party primary to select candidates to oppose the Citizens'

Association's ticket.50 "If the Democratic party ever

intends to be a factor in city politics," one Dallas Demo-

crat noted, "now is the time for it to begin."5 1

48
According to Jarrell, Lindsley stated publicly on

March 5, 1907, that the Citizens' Association would "take
no part whatsoever in the contest over the city charter."
Dallas Morning News, May 8, 1907.

49 Ibid.
50DailyTimes-Herald (Dallas), April 18, 1907.

51 Dallas Morning News, April 19, 1907.
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The Dallas Democratic Party's Executive Committee took

up the issue of holding a city primary at its meeting on

April 18. Support for the primary came only from three

members of the committee, however; five committee members

rejected the primary idea.52 Rejection of the primary issue

by the committee meant that Dallas' largest political party

would not oppose the Citizens' Association in the May election.

W.A. Shaw reacted bitterly to the Democratic Executive

Committee's action. Shaw felt that the success of the Citi-

zens' Association, now eminent, would mean the abolishment

of regular political parties in the city. Without regular

party opposition, the Citizens' Association would not be

non-partisan as it claimed; rather, mass citizen interests

would be sacrificed to the interests of the affluent busi-

ness and commercial element:

Is it the idea to run the city only for 'bus-
iness development?' That has always been the 'black
blot' of municipal governments. That's why, in
residence districts, the palaces of the rich are on
the best improved streets....

It is right to have a 'business administration'
for bankers, merchants, factories, etc., but what
about the people who work for them?...Are you going
to give these multiplied thousands a 'business
administration' also? Are3 you going to so pledge
candidates? May it so be.

With the possibility of a Democratic ticket remote,

opponents of the Citizens' Association rallied around

incumbent Mayor Curtis P. Smith. The strategy seemed to

52 Ibid.

5 3 Ibid., April 23, 1907.
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be not to run an anti-Citizens' Association ticket, but to

attract independents of all types into the Smith camp. Thus,

Smith ran a political campaign that focused upon his own

record in office, ignoring suggestions to form an opposition

ticket and focusing upon his political independence instead.5 4

Mayor Smith's record of public administration in Dallas

was extensive-- four terms as a city judge, two terms as

55an alderman and two terms on the city's Board of Education.

Since Smith had been elected Mayor of Dallas in 1906, ten

and a half miles of conrete sidewalks were completed and

three miles of streets had been paved with three more miles

under contract. Seventeen miles of water mains were laid,

as well as nine miles of sewer lines. Also, the city had

established a pure food ordinance, created a Board of Health

and extended gas, streetcar and electric service.56

These accomplishments and other administrative actions

were outlined in a formal report which Mayor Smith presented

to the City Council on May 1. The report emphasized greatly

the improvements made in public facilities and services

under the Smith administration. However, one startling

54 Ibid., April 14, 1907. Despite Smith's determination
to run alone, several incumbent aldermen entered the cam-
paign as commissioner candidates-- James Florer, Walker G.
Edwards, C.A. Gill and Joe LeRoy.

55
Ibid., April 10, 1907.

56 Ibid., May 5, 1907.
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condition was revealed in the report-- the municipal treasury

was deficient in funds by the amount of $148,377.10.57

Local newspapers made public details of the mayor's.

report the same day the Citizens' Association formally

opened its political campaign. A massive audience at the

Majestic Theatre heard the Association's mayoral candidate,

Stephen J. Hay, and a host of prominent Dallas business

and commercial leaders attack the Smith administration's

budgetary deficit. The Association's campaign manager,

Will T. Henry, showed clearly that he intended to make the

"overdraft" the central issue of the campaign:

The note goes forth today from the campaign
of the opposition that the chief of the opposition
is a man who does things. The same day brings
forth the startling information that the man...
has done it at an expense of $122,000 in the gen-
eral fund...Instead of their man who does things
and does them wrong, we giv 8 you our man who does
things and does them right.

Mayor Smith defended staunchly the budgetary over-

draft. He explained to a gathering of his supporters that

the overdraft was a result of large expenditures for perma-

nent municipal improvements. Thus, the deficit was not a

real loss or an extravagence, as the Citizens' Association

declared, but represented "good judgement and a sound

financial policy." Indeed, Mayor Smith's only fault in

5 7 Dallas (Texas) Mayor's Office, Annual Reports, 1906-
1907 (Dallas, 1907), p. 15.

58 Dallas Morning News, May 8, 1907.

59 Ibid., May 12, 1907.
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creating an overdraft to fund public improvements, one Smith

supporter explained, was that he had not made it large

enough. At least one Dallas newspaper agreed:

Money well spent is honestly spent. Money
invested in public improvements should receive
the endorsement of all men who believe in pro-
gress and twentieth century civilization....
The builders of a city must bear the burden and
the Times Herald is willing to carry its share
of the load and honor the men who believe in
progress and lead the way.6 0

The Dallas newspaper's editorial outlined Mayor Smith's

campaign strategy. He defended expenses as progress. Smith

believed that most Dallas citizens who were demanding vastly

improved municipal facilities and services would agree that

such improvements were well worth a deficit in the city

budget. Consequently, when the Citizens' Association was

attacking the overdraft, Smith felt they were assailing

municipal progress. Furthermore, the Association's so-called

"Committee of Seventeen" was responsible for fostering an

anti-progressive attitude:

Lift Dallas out of the mud' How are you going
to do it if you are niggardly in your expenditures?
...And after all these improvements, we are told by
the beventeen-elect' that...unless Dallas is forth-
with delivered into the clutches of a little coterie
of self-appointed...persons, who boldly proclaim
themselves the saviours of municipal government, we
will...relage into a village and go back twenty-
five years.

6 0 Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), May 14, 1907.

6 1Dallas Morning News, May 12, 1907.
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Mayor Smith's attack upon the Citizens' Association

Executive Committee shifted the organization to the poli-

tical defensive. In order to quell criticism against the

committee, the Association reaffirmed its legality to select

candidates without a blanket primary and said that committee

criticism came from jealous politicians who failed to receive

the Association's endorsement.62 Chairman Henry D. Lindsley

charged that Mayor Smith had asked at least half the Execu-

tive Committee members to allow him to lead the Citizens'

Association's ticket.63 Although Smith denied seeking a

place on the Association ticket, the organization exploited

the charge throughout the campaign and apparently gained

important political momentum from it since Smith could not

offer unassailable proof to the contrary.6 4

Smith's political hopes seemed to rest with the city's

labor interests, especially after the Citizens' Association

alienated Dallas labor groups in mid-May. The break was

the result of a political misadventure. The Association,

cognizant that the election was shaping up as close and

hotly-contested, sought the support of city labor groups.

However, the Dallas Trades Assembly, already vexed over its

deliberate elimination from the charter proceedings by the

6 2 Ibid., May 12 and May 14, 1907.
63

Ibid., May 15, 1907.
64

Ibid. ,May 16, 1907.
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Association-backed City Council charter committee, reacted

with hostility toward the Association when Alderman W.A.

Shaw, speaking at an Association campaign rally in Oak

Cliff, denounced bitterly the initiative, referendum and

recall features of the new city charter as "Populistic

principles entirely."65 The Trades Assembly sent an ulti-

matum to the Citizens' Association demanding that the

organization make knownits exact position on the three

features and whether the Association endorsed Shaw's re-

66
marks.

The Citizens Association did not reply directly to the

Trades Assembly resolution. Instead, Shaw declared himself

an independent as far as his views on the initiative, refer-

endum and recall were concerned, and disavowed any membership

in the Citizens' Association.67 The Association tried to

appease the Dallas labor group by having a labor spokesman at

each of its political rallies; nevertheless, the Shaw inci-

dent was ample evidence to many laboring men that the true

interests of the Citizens' Association did not coincide with

those of organized labor.

65 Shaw had been a long-time opponent of Populism. His
cooperation now with the Citizens' Association reflected
both his sympathy for party organization as opposed to
independent political ventures and his opposition to what he
considered Populist measures being endorsed by many inde-
pendent candidates. Ibid., May 14, 1907.

66 Ibid.

67
Ibid.
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The Dallas Trades Assembly was not the only interest

group whose political importance was enhanced by the intense

municipal campaign. Indeed, the Dallas Socialist Party, who

had been compelled in the past to remain in the backstream

of Dallas politics, announced a full slate of candidates

for the five municipal offices. The Socialists' manifesto,

written by George Edwards, called for the "elimination of

every aid given by laws...to...the capitalist devil whereby

men who earn their own living are robbed for the benefit of

68vicious idle;... The Socialists' appeal was not without

impact upon a Dallas citizenry surcharged with political

excitement; at least one political observer felt the

Socialists could muster enough support to "hold the balance

of power should second ballotings be necessary."6 9

The possibility of run-offs for many of the municipal

offices was a well-founded observation. The Citizens' Asso-

ciation, despite organizational and financial advantages,

had not been able to push Mayor Smith out of serious

contention for the mayorship. Furthermore, the Association's

impressive slate of commissioner candidates did not deter

challenges from a large field of independent candidates,

many of whom were popular, experienced municipal officers

68Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), May 19, 1907. Names of
the Socialist candidates are listed in Appendix B.

6 9 Ibid.
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70serving in the Smith administration. Finally, with the

election only a few days away, Dallas' saloon interests,

who controlled local gambling operations, were believed to

be favoring Smith over Stephen Hay.71 The saloon interests

were conceded generally to control a sizeable number of

votes and always threw their support toward the favored

candidate since, as one observer noted, "the saloons always

naturally wanted to be on the winning side." 7 2

The Citizens' Association was determined not to allow

the election's outcome to be decided by the city's saloon

interests, the Socialists or a loose confederation of

independent candidates. As one Association member told

fellow partisans, the election was a crucial one in the

city's history-- a time when Dallas "is passing from a

country town to a metropolitan city; much is to be done

and experienced men are needed at the helm."73 The exper-

ienced leadership had to come from the progressive-minded

businessmen who represented the Citizens' Association, for

in changing the form of government, as former Mayor Bryan

Barry observed, it was essential to change the menin office. 7 4

70 Aldermen James Florer, Walker G. Edwards, C.A. Gill
and Joe LeRoy were commissioner candidates representing the
Smith administration.

71
Hay interview.

72 Ibid.

7 3 Dallas Morning News, May 16, 1907.

7 4 Ibid., May 18, 1907.
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In order to change the men in office, i.e., win the

election, the Citizens' Association needed to accomplish

two things. First, the Association had to convince most

Dallas voters that the election of the organization's can-

didates would mean getting the "professional politicians"

-- Smith and his administrators-- out of city government

and replacing them with successful businessmen who would

introduce business methods into governmental affairs. 75

Secondly, the Association had to make certain that the

sizeable saloon vote would go to its five candidates in-

stead of Smith and the independents.7 6

To convince Dallas voters that the new-styled commission

government needed successful businessmen in control, the

Citizens' Association sent its five candidates-- Hay, Doran,

Gillespie, Sullivan and Seay-- upon a massive speaking

campaign to all parts of the city, accompanied by torchlight

parades, fireworks and marching bands The candidates aimed

their speeches squarely at convincing the voters that, as

one observer described, "they are good, capable clean men

despite the manner of their nomination or: because of it,

either way you choose to put it, "77 and that, as another

7 5 Ibid.

7 6 Hay interview.

7 7 Dallas Morning News, May 19, 1907.
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partisan put it, "men who have been financially successful

are better qualified to carry on the finances of our govern-

ment than the retail politicians of the city."7 8

The Citizens' Association's new strategy did not elicit

any shifts in campaign strategy by the Smith forces. Mayor

Smith continued to attack the Association's executive com-

mittee nominations, to defend the budgetary overdraft and

to assert his political independence.79 By staying with

his basic plan of attack, Smith made a serious political

blunder; he failed to exploit the Association's overt parti-

sanship toward business interests, which might have been

used to effectively court the city's labor element. Instead,

the Association exploited without any serious contention the

idea already popular among many Dallas citizens that entrust-

ing the city's future to its business leaders was the only

way to insure continued municipal growth and expansion. As

one businessman put it, "Do you think capitalists are going

to invest in a town with an unsatisfactory administration?"8 0

Convincing Dallas voters that successful businessmen

would be successful public administrators was much less

formidable a task for the Citizens' Assocition than making

7 8Ibid.

79 Ibid.

8Daily Times-Herald (Dallas), May 17, 1907.
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certain that the city's saloon votes did not go to Smith.

Hay's stand against neighborhood saloons made it virtually

impossible for the Association to persuade Dallas saloon-

keepers that it would be in their interest to vote for the

organization's mayoral candidate. Thus, it appeared that

the only way to shift the saloon vote from Smith to Hay

would be to shift the betting odds to Hay's favor.8 1

The possibility of changing the betting odds to favor

Hay was discussed at a secret session of the Citizens'

Association's Executive Committee several days before the

election, according to one observer.82 Association Chair-

man Henry Lindsley charged the Committee with providing

enough money to cover the bets for Smith and shift the

betting odds to Hay's favor. Although some members were

reluctant to endorse such a proposal, the idea was carried

out. Within a few days, enough money was secretly dispersed

to saloon bookmakers by the Executive Committee to change

the betting odds to Hay's favor.8 3

8 1 "They had to change the odds on the betting on the
election. Otherwise, they'd lose the election." Hay
interview.

82 Ibid.
83 Ibid. Hay claims that the Association candidates were

unaware of any bet fixing by the Executive Committee, espe-
cially his father, the mayoral candidate, since he "wasn't
a betting man, and he was violently opposed to liquor....
And if he knew about this, he never mentioned it to me."
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Unaware of the Citizens' Association's incredible ma-

neuver, Dallas citizens brought the election campaign to

a riotous climax the night of May 20. That evening, thou-

sands of citizens jammed downtown streets for the final

political rallies for Hay and Mayor Smith. Association

partisans paraded through the streets carrying brooms to

symbolize a clean sweep of the five municipal offices and

waving fistfuls of hay in symbolic gesture of support for

the organization's mayoral candidate. Smith supporters,

moving along the streets in a torchlight procession, found

the brooms and wagonloads of hay carried along by the Asso-

ciation supporters an easy target to incenerate. As burning

brooms and wagonloads of flaming hay lit up the downtown

sky, tempers flared. Fistfights broke out between Hay and

Smith partisans and a near-riot ensued for several hours

as various groups of citizens surged against one another.8 4

One Dallas newspaper described the evening's melee as "one

of the wildest and wooliest...attending the close of a poli-

tical campaign in the city of Dallas."8 5

The next day, an unprecedented number of Dallas voters

turned out to cast their ballot in the municipal election.

Unlike the closely-contested, unpredictable election campaign,

the voting results were decisive; the entire Citizens' Ticket

84
Foree interview.

85 Dallas Morning News, May 21, 1907.
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won a clear majority of the votes cast in each of the five

races.8 6  Thus, the Citizens' Association not only received

a clear mandate of approval from Dallas voters; its decisive

and total victory insured that the entire group of elected

municipal officers for the new commission government were

from the city's business and commercial element. Business-

man's government was a reality in Dallas at last.

While businessman's government was received with

enthusiasm, the decisive nature of the Citizens' Association

victory surprised many Dallas citizens. The Association

victory was without precedent in Texas politics; similar

groups had been organized in Galveston, Forth Worth and San

Antonio, but failed to unseat established city politicians

in favor of an untried ticket. Also, the Association did

alienate many working-class voters by calling for a strictly

business administration and by failing to endorse labor

issues such as the recall. Finally, the Association seemed

certain to lose the saloon vote by running Stephen Hay

for Mayor.8 7

86For a summary of election results by wards and voting
boxes see Appendix B.

8 7 Walter W. Siegrist, The First Seventeen Years and
The Dallas Story (n.p., 1971), p. 2.; and Dallas Morning
News, April 18, 1907. The recall proposition was not an
important issue in the campaign, since the Citizens' Asso-
ciation ignored the issue entirely and the independent
candidates did not as a consequence greatly emphasize the
issue. However, Dallas voters did approve the recall pro-
vision by a vote of 2,588 to 821. Dallas (Texas) City
Council, Minutes MSS, May , 1907.
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Despite some public bewilderment over the election re-

sults, the Citizens' Association's sweeping victory proved

to be no accident. The Association's call for a strictly

business administration was a sound political maneuver,

allowing the Association to attract heavy support from the

city's upper and middle-class voters. Furthermore, the

Citizens' Ticket managed to capture enough saloon and labor

votes to cut sharply into Mayor Smith's base of support.

Finally, the Citizens' Association candidates were neither

untried public administrators or political novices, but

represented, as one observer put it, "the strength in the

progressive group of all the people in Dallas." 88

The Citizens' Association geared its appeal from the

outset primarily to Dallas' middle and upper-class voters,

who were convinced already that the city's business and

commercial leaders were the champions of municipal progress.

The strategy proved sound; the Association candidates picked

up the majority of its votes in the city's upper and middle-

89class third, sixth, eighth and ninth Wards. The fact that

the Citizens' Ticket carried these wards by a large margin

was crucial in determining the outcome of the election, since

88
Shannon interview.

89 Appendix B. The third, sixth, eighth and ninth Wardswere responsible for 2,077 of Stephen Hay's 3,196 total
votes.
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the four wards represented the four most powerful wards in

terms of actual numbers of qualified voters in each ward.

Also significant in the Association's capture of these

important wards was that these wards contained the majority

of neighborhood saloons, indicating that the Association

did make a serious effort to capture the saloon vote.9 0

The Citizens' Association did alienate many working-

class voters, as indicated by the fact that Mayor Smith's

support came largely from predominately working-class wards

bordering the Trinity River, the downtown wards and parts

of old East Dallas. 91 Unfortunately for Smith, these wards

proved to be weakest in terms of qualified voters. From

the two wards Smith was able to sweep, the incumbent Mayor

netted only 358 votes. The highest number of votes he was

able to net from any of the boxes he carried in the downtown

or East Dallas area was 154-- small in comparison to the

returns yielded by the wards in favor of Hay.9 2

90 For a list of voter registrations by wards and
voting boxes see Appendix C. That neighborhood saloons
were centered primarily in the wards captured by the Citi-
zens' Association is confirmed in Daily Times-Herald
(Dallas), March 31, 1907.

91For a map of Dallas wards and voting boxes see
Appendix D.

92 See Appendix B.
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Although the working-class wards proved to be weak in

terms of voting strength, the Citizens' Association made

its victory even more decisive by capturing the seventh

Ward, the most powerful of the working-class wards according

to voter strength. This ward was undoubtedly a key target

area for the Association's political strategists since it

contained a number of saloons, many poorer working-class

citizens whose vote could be influenced, and was the bastion

of organized labor and anti-business sentiment, the Socialists

having made their biggest inroads there. In addition, the

Citizens' Association captured four other key voting boxes

in areas where Smith appeared to be strong-- areas which

had either high concentrations of saloons or working-class

residents, where constituents did not stand to benefit

greatly by the advent of a businessman's government.9 3

From the outset of the 1907 Dallas municipal election

campaign, the Citizens' Association was blessed with candi-

dates who represented a perfect blend of successful business

and public administrators, sound financial backing and a

powerful political heirarchy who organized a solid baseof

support for the organization. With such political viability,

the Association was able to attract enough voter sympathy

to win control of the new city government and to neutralize

9 3 Ibid., and Appendix D.
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the established Democratic Party as a local political force.

Established city politicians, without regular party backing,

were forced to run independently and were no match for the

Citizens' Association.

"Businessman's government" was not the culmination of

a conspiracy by Dallas' business and commercial leaders to

wrest control of municipal government from established city

politicians and ward interest groups; father, businessman's

government was the result of demands from all parts of Dallas

for municipal reform. Most Dallas citizens were convinced

by the early 1900s that urban expansion was contiguous with

urban progress, but the problems created by rapid municipal

growth and development brought many citizens to the reali-

zation that an efficient, effective city government was

essential to future urban progress-as well. Consequently,

a movement designed to "lift Dallas...into a superior govern-

ment"9 4 was born-- the charter reform movement. The impetus

for writing a new city charter came from Dallas' middle and

working-class element, but the framework for the new charter

was the elite business corporation-with its centralized

authority and efficient operating methods. Business and

commercial leaders gradually realized that they were most

capable of providing the leadership for the new municipal

94 Foree interview.
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government; thus, the Citizens' Association materialized out

of and was carried forward by the momentum of the charter

reform movement. Dallas citiz ens, by establishing a busi-

nessman's government through the Association, were not really

breaking new political ground; rather, it was the culmination

of a trend toward urban leadership by the business community

-- a trend that began in the Gilded Age.



APPENDIX A

DELEGATES TO THE 1906 DALLAS CHARTER CONVENTION

Ward-Box* Delegates* Occupation**

1-1 (none chosen)

2-1 W.G. Lavelle printer
John J. Conroy blacksmith

3-1 James A. Pondrom banker
3-2 William H. Dana salesman

4-1 Lewis Dabney attorney
4-2 (none chosen) -

5-1 J.H. Ellis real estate
5-2 Frank F. Mackin

6-1 H. Stanberry
6-2 Horace Williams attorney
6-3 Murphey Townsend

7-1 George C. Edwards teacher

8-1 Jeff D. Robinson attorney
8-2 Gilbert H. Irish attorney

9-1 Abel S. Laird secretary
9-2 Rufus C. Porter attorney

10-1 Thomas L. Camp attorney

*Dallas Mornin News, October 17, 1906.

**John F. Worley, comp., Directory of Greater Dallas,
1906 (Dallas, 1906).
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APPENDIX B

1907 DALLAS CITY ELECTION RETURNS*

Comm. #1 Comm. #2 a.rn. #3 Comm. #4
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3-1 100 0 2119C73,26 4 20955 28,2177]18 2 187 84 9 9 2

3-2 78 0 3 12473 14 213462,14 312492 3 125 68 8 6 4

3-3 12 740 110363,25 111454.2311 12,96 2 103 59 18 6 1
3-4 65 57 0 0 16249 14 0 172i35 17 0 62 63 1 16137 18 6 0

4-1 89 154 1 1 76116 39 1 9587'49 1 73 .67 1 7712 17 18 1
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*Dallas (Texas) City Council, Minutes of the City
Council's regular meetings (Dallas City Secretary's Office),
May , 1907, (Manuscript).

**Socialist.Party candidates.
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APPENDIX B--Continued
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APPENDIX C

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED VOTERS--1907 DALLAS CITY ELECTIONS*

Ward-Box No. Exempt Paid Poll Tax Ward Total

1-1 34 152
386

1-2 42 158

2-1 23 130 405
2-2 44 208

3-1 70 346

3-2 39 250

3-3 38 223 1,235

3-4 30 239

4-1 57 289 640
4-2 45 249

5-1 64 204

5-2 34 208 734
5-3 32 192

6-1 43 169

6-2 46 238

6-3 41 264 1,300

6-4 46 304

6-5 16 133

7-1 45 282

7-2 33 188 687

7-3 37 282

8-1 89 292

8-2 65 407 959

8-3 15 141

9-1 17 121

9-2 44 275 786

9-3 27 288

10-1 31 231 263

*Report of the Dallas County (Texas) Tax Collector as
given in the Dallas Morning News, May 18, 1907.
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APPENDIX D

WARD LINES AND VOTING BOXES--1907 DALLAS CITY ELECTIONS*

(North) (East)

8-3 B-2 3-4

-3-3 6-3

8-1 3-2 6-4

XA 3-1 6-2 6-5

2-1 -1

2-2

5-1 5-3

4-1 10-1

1-1 1-24-2 5-2

7-1

7-2
9-1

7-3

9-3 6

(West) 9-2 (South)

*Dallas (Texas) Street Map, 1912 (Dallas Public Library:
Texas Collection). (Photo-negative); and Dallas (Texas) City
Council, Minutes MSS, April 27, 1907.
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